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Summary 

Alorphodjiiamics, Sedimentation and Sediment Dynamics of a Gravel Beacli. 

Daniel Buscombe, January 2008. 

The morphodyiiamics of a gravel barrier beadi in Devon, \JK (Slaptou Sands: tau/S 0.15 - 0.25, 

D50 2 - 8min), was studied with reference to its sedimentology. Three time scales were sampled for 

nearshore hydrodynamics, intertidal morphologies and sediirientologies. A series of surveys were 

carried out over individual tidal cycles (samphng every 5 - lOmins for between 6 and 91irs); on 

•consecutive low tides over half-lunar tidal cycles (1 -2 cross-shore profiles-sampled every 0.5 - Ini, 

on 2 spring - spring tidal cycles comprising 26 and 24 tides, respectively); and finally eveiy 2 weeks 

at spring low tide, over 1 calendar year (13-17 profile lines survej'ed and sampled for sediment over 

3.25 - 4.251an). 

In order to further our understanding of gravel beaches, sediment data needs to, be collected at a 

resolution similar to that of the hydrodynamics. Innovative automatic sediment sizing techniques 

based on digital images of sediments were therefore developed, and software written, to allow the 

collection and analysis of high-resolution sediment data. 

The gi-avel beach step and berm are accretionaiy features, tidally modulated, and evolve under 

different time scales. A new technique to determine bed mobility from the nearshore, using 

underwater âdeo cameras, was devised. Nearsliore sediment transport was suggested as being 

related to sub-incident wave frequencies. 

No aspect of morphological change could be found to havea statistically significant association 

with sedimentological change, but dimensional-reduction techniques did satisfactorily detect 

association. The lack of co-variance and obvious patterns is stochastic noise, not 

• parameterisation. 

Over one year, the barrier underwent asymmetrical rotation over one year, highlighting the 

importance of alongshore sediment transport processes on this supposedly 'swash aligned' beach. 

A statistical model based on the log-hj'perbolic distribution of sinface particle sizes was found 

to be a reasonable predictor of mean net sedimentation over individual tides. Its complicated 

parameter space could possibly map'onto a simpler plane based on traditional moments. Sediment 

trend vector models based on sorting alone out-performed a traditional approach. Moments of a 

surface grain-size'distribution appear to be inappropriate to characterise sedimentological change 

at time-scales gi-eater than a semi-diurnal tidal cycle. Sub-surface sampling on the intertidal zone 

on diurnal and semi-lunar time-scales is useful in assessing the dynamics of the step, itself an 

important mechanism for onshore and offshore net volumetric transport. 
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INTRODUCTION 

And they 11 build systems dark and deep, 
And systems broad and high, 

But two 01 three will nê er agree 
About the leason v/hy 

Petei Pindar, The Three Wise Men of Gotham 

1 1 Coastal Morphodynamics 

Coastal moiphodynamics is defined as the "mutual adjustment of topography and fluid 

dynamics involving sediment transport" [Wright and Thom, 1977] m the coastal zone, an 

area which, on beaches, extends from wave closure depth on the continental shelf to the 

upper hmit of the bcachfacc This defimtion ciystalhses two veiy impoitant ideas- the 

first is that coastal morphologies develop and change m response to spatial giadients in 

sediment transpoit which aie driven by waves and tides, and associated currents The 

second is that the amplitudes and length scales, and time scales of giow t̂h and decay of 

these featuies, are a complex function not only ot the strength and duration of flows and 

the characteristics and supply of mo\'able sediment, but also of mutual adjustments 

between flow fields and morphologies These diive gradients in sediment transport and 

associated spatial patterns in sedimentation, in (often comphcated) feedback loops 

[CoweU and Thom, 1994]. 

These feedback mechanisms may either damp/stabiHse the development of coastal 

moiphologies (termed negative feedback, leading to self-regulation), or cause 

growth/amplification of coastal topographies (termed positive feedback, leading to 
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instabilities and self-organisation; [King, 1970]). The former case maj"- be exemplified by 

the recovery to equilibrium of a beach profile following a major storm, and the latter 

may be illustrated by the concentration of flow induced by a relatively small scour hole, 

which causes the hole to enlai-ge; or by the growth of sand ripples irrespective of a 

change in flow conditions [Austin et al.., 2007]. At all scales coastal systems exhibit 

non-linear behaviour [PhilHps, 1992; deVriend, 1997], thus the coastal science community 

is only just beginning to unravel the complexities of coastal evolution. 

The ultimate goal of the science of coastal morphodynamics (hereafter, simply called 

'morpliodjaiamics') is the complete prediction of the motion of the interface between 

sediments and the sea, and associated changes in morphological features [Blondeaux, 

2001]. There are competing views concerning the best method to aclieive this ultimate 

goal: a 'top down' approach (which disaggi-egates observ-ations into small scale pirocesses 

using basic Conservation principles) versus a 'bottom up' (integration of small scale 

processes through to larger scales) a.pproach [deVriend, 1997]: or a deterministic 

approach versus a probabilistic approach. There is httle guidance on 'the required', or 

acceptable, aggregation of scales [Terwindt and Wijnberg, 1991]. 

Terwindt and Battjes [1990] identify tlnree approaches to the study of coastal 

behaviour: 

The geostatistical approach which descriptively draws.out trends from data sets. 

The phenomenological approach which employs statistical analysis to parameterise 

processes which ai'e considered relevant, including empirical relationships drawn 

without first principles. 

The modelling approach which expresses fundamental relationships between flows and 

forms as a series, of mathematical equations, from first principles.. 

Morphodynamics requires all three .approach^to^achieve its ultimate goal. This thesis 

will draw upon both geostatistical and phenomenological approaches to the study of 

coastal morphodjmamics, with a strong emphasis on the collection of field data for 

subsequent analysis and interpretation. Morphodynamics relies strongly on field 

observations, since the collection and analj'sis of measurements and obser\'ations is 

crucial for the identification, classification and explanation of coastal features, and 
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cliange ni these features Theoietical research is then needed to formulate empnical and 

numerical models capable of piedictmg the behaviom of observed features Field data 

and insights fiom field experiments, are required at every stage in the process, fiom 

identification and definition of the problem at the appropriate spatial and temporal 

scales, to the validation and updating of these theoietical models Coastal 

moipho dynamics is thus strongly intei-disciplinaiy Geomoiphoiogists and 

oceanograpliers have traditionally caiiied out fieldwoik and statistical data analysis in 

order to observe measure, document and explain morphodyiiamic phenomena 

Engineers and mathematicians aie largely concerned with practical and theoretical 

advances, in the form of geneialised numerical models, based on the insights obtamed 

tiom the field data Full-scale numerical models have been developed that attempt, in 

real time, to desciibe the phj'sical piocesses involved m the interactions between flow 

fields and sediments, and thereby piedict the time-e\olution of observed morphologies at 

the correct length scales Such models aie complex and must be solved by advanced 

numerical techmques [Seminaia, 1998, Blondeaux. 2001] 

In general therefore, research which is essentially geomoiphological in natuie remains 

dominated by empirical case studies, and the tlieoietical stud}' of morpliodynaniics is 

paralysed until appropriate field obseivations and measuiements have revealed the 

dominant physical piocesses to paiameteiise, and likely patterns of sedimentation at the 

coirect scaling. Occasionally, however a pressing societal need lequires a re-ordering of 

tins template, where theoietical/nunierical studies proceed at a pace bcfoic field 

observations have been documented This may be compounded "by a perceived or real 

lo^stical problem and/oi technical limitation associated with held woik and the 

collection of the requiied data to formalise the pioblem and foimulate the solution An 

example ot this has been leseaich conducted into coarse-gram/gravel beach 

moiphodynamics in the past tn̂ o decades 

Most gravel beaches aie associated with mid-high latitude paraglacial or progiacial 

coasts of Europe and the Americas, which tend to be transgressive and sediment 

depleted [Orfoid et a l , 2002] Significant gravel accumulations also occur from rivei 

supply or lewoiked fiuvial gravel fans associated with mountainous enviionments, which 

are usually legiessive and sediment rich [Cartel and Oifoid, 1988] Giavel beaches occur 

in tectonically active areas at all latitudes [Dobkms and Folk, 1970], and are significant 
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locally where inner shelf deposits ai'e reworked landwards [Hails, 1975] or where 

gravel-rich cUffs and platforms are eroding [Carter, 1998]. In the UK alone, over 900km 

of coastline is protected by coarse gi-ain beaches [Fidler and Randall, 1988]. often in 

populous ai-eas. 

Interest in developing quantitative prediction of gravel beach morphodynamics is 

increasing; gravel shores ai-e perceived as especially important for shore protection, 

mineral extraction, and providing support for habitats. A gravel beach is a porous 

structure and hydraulically rough, which helps reduce wave energy and reduce the 

potential for coastal damage. This has promptedtheir extended use in aggi-egate mining 

and beach fills/nourishment as a sympathetic coastal defence, especially in Russia 

[Zenkovich and Scliwai-tz, 1987], tlie UK [Mason and Coates, 2001] and the Pacific coast' 

of the USA [Komai-, 2007]. Gravel beaches often contain commercially exploitable 

minerals such as gold and diamonds [Komar, 1998], as well as serving as modern 

analogues for-examining the reservoir potential of ancient sedimentary accurhulations 

[Carter aiid Orford, 1984; Massari and Parea, 1988]. 

The societal importance of gi-avel beaches and gravel sediment transjDort, and the 

requirement of practical solutions, has meant that the study of gravel beaches has 

switched from qualitative statements of earl}"̂  observers [Palmer, 1834; Lewis, 1931] to 

highly mathematical treatments, largely without inductive studies derived from field 

measurement. Foi: example, numerical solutions have been obtained for cross-shore " 

sediment transport and profile evolution [Powell, 1990;̂  Pedrozo Acuna et al., 2006]; 

gravel beach planform change [Brampton and Goldberg, 1991]: crest height [Lorang, 

2002]; longshore gravel sediment transport [Van Wellen et al.', 2000]; and swash 

flows/groundwater dyriamics [Clarke and Damgaaxd, 2002; Lee et al., 2007], before these 

phenomena have been well documented [Ivaniy and Kench, 2006]. This is uncommon in 

morphodynamics, arid it means that there are few field data sets with which to validate • 

these numerical models before practitioners begin to utilise them in project designs [the 

potential dangers of this are discussed hy Cooper and Pilkey, 2004]. 

Particle.sizes exhibit a vnde (often bimodal) distribution in gravel bed environments. 

As stated previously, variable wave/tide cpnditions drive spatial/temporal changes in 

sediment transport gradients, resulting in spatial sedimentation patterns and (often 

complex) morphologies [Holman and Bowen, 1982]. The treinsport of heterogeneous 
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sediments mvolves a secondary process of piefeiential selection and deposition (sorting) 

according to the geometrical chaiacteiistics of those sediments This lesults m the 

geneiation of patterns associated with a spatial/temporal leairangement of grain size 

distributions (grading), and these features aie paiticulaily evident on giavel beaches 

Some authors believe these sortmg piocesscs may have a moiphodynamic lole [Sherman 

et a l , 1993, Rubin and Topping, 2001, .Nicholson et a l . 2003a Gallaghei and McMalian, 

2006] These claims have impoitant implications (see Chaptei 2) but are relatively new 

<md lemaiii unsubstantiated 

The purpose of tliis study has been to gain a bettei understanding of morphological and 

sedimentological change on natural giavel beaches Hydiodynauuc, moiphological, 

sediment trauspoit and-giain size distribution data has been obtained from a giavel 

beacli at a range of spatial and temporal scales (Figuie 11) 

1.2\ Reseaich Objectives 

months 
L Beach •'^•;.v^;r,/:'.."._'./ .'.''x:^ 
"•"••surveysiA' . .SedrmebtsamplesV' 

days, 

hours 

minutes 

seconds ;Sensbi3,fof wayes;j;uitents,';swash ; 

^^andse îni'enltrahsjiDrt' ' . ' ^ - ^ 'C z-'--: 

0 01 1 10 
spatial scale (m) 

100 1000 

Fig. 1.1 Scales associated with measurements in this study, modified from Tenmndt and Wijnberg 
[1991} 
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The specific objectives of this thesis are: 

e to present an overview of the current understanding and possible future directions 

research related to gravel beach morphodynamics and sediment dynamics; 

• to develop a methodology which enables the quantificatioii of sediment 

characteristics at a resolution comparable with morphological and hydrqdynamic 

measurements; 

• to investigate morphological change and sediment dynamics on a gravel beach at a 

range of scales; and 

• to propose a conceptual model for gravel beach morpho-sedimentaiy dynamics, 

which establishes a link between beachface sediments and morphological change. 

1.31 Thesis structure 

This study draws primarily upon field data collection, summarised in Table 1.1. 

Tab. 1.1 Field Data Collection Time Line 

Dataset Data Collection Date 

Si October & November 2004 

01 Spilot^ April & May 2005 
E l M , S3, September 2005 
E2 M, S, H, Vpilot^. June 2006 
S2 M , S, October 2006-October 2007 
L S January, June, November 2006; February, May 2007 

E3 M, S, H, V April.&; May 2007 

l=morphological (M) measurements/surveys; 2=digital sedirnent (S) technique pilot; 
3=sediment samples; 4=liydrodynamic (H)- data collection; o=underwater video (V) 

pilot; 6=underwater video data collection . 

The field work detailed in Table 1.1 was in the first instance informed by an extensive 

literature review, and secondly by a series of pilot studies which tested field equipment 

and methods. Separating the work into a number of discrete campaigns, and 

subsequently analysing and assessing the data fi:om those campaigns, was an essential 

part of the project since each data set informed the next direction of the research. 

Consequently a cycle of —fieldwork preparation, data collection, data analysis and 

algorithm development, synthesis and writing —continued throughout the research 

project. 
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i)lnlroduct!pn._; 

'2flJtera^urelRewew&.' --̂  
'Coiicep(ua!-frfflnewgrk '.-'Tr 

RESULTS Sedimentological 
Informalion from 
Diaital Imaaes of Sediment 

Dynamics.̂ '-'~^̂ _;„.̂ '̂* \ 

5) 
semi-diurnal' 

. 6), 
-;: semi-lunar 

i j:; 7} annual ; 

8)sediment '̂ /•//•^-^ 
trend models . ; \ ' , 

iSXDisai^jon^''' 

f̂ 10)'.Conclus]pn 

Fig. 1 2 An outline, of the thesis 

An outluie of the thesis is summarised m Figuie 1 2 Chaptoi 2 summaiises the 

relevant hteiature. synthesismg pievious research into gravel beaches into a conceptual 

framework Chaptei 3 contains a desciiption of the held study sites Theie aie five 

lesults chapters each containing their own methods section which peitams almost 

exclusively to the data analj^is in that chaptei These include Chaptei 4 which 

documents the development of new methods without which the research would not have 

been possible; and Chapters 5 to 7 which address the same fundamental problem on a 

different scale Chapter 5 looks at morphological and sedunentological change as Avell as 

characterising some aspects of sediment transport m the nearshore, over small spatial 

scales at the time scale of the semi-diuinal tide The topic of Chapter 6 is the 

morphological and sedimentoiogical change over small spatial scales associated with the 

semi-lunar tide Chapter 7 investigates the morpho-sedimentaiy changes ovei large 

spatial scales over one year Each results chapter draws from measurements and insights 

obtamed from various stages of the project Chapter 8 investigates the utihty and 

applicability of two distinct types of sedimentation modelling using distiibutional spatial 
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trends in gi-ain size distributions. These insights are synthesised in Chapter 9, which also 

contains sorhe reflection on the-conceptual framework outhned in Chapter 2, as well as 

evaluating some of the general methodological issues raised hy the research, before 

chapter 10 draws some conclusions. 



GRAVEL BEACH DYNAMICS: LITERATURE REVIEW AND 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Whenever anyone mentions theory to a geomoiphologist. 
lie instinctively reaches for his soil aiigei 

Richard Choiley, Geo morphology- Present Pioblems and Future Prospects', 1978 

2 1 Inti oduction 

Various contempoiaiy coimiieiitatois have diawn attention to the disciepancy between 

recent advances made into the morphodynamics of sand beaches and the comparative 

lack of similar advances made into giavel beach dynamics [Van Welien et a l , 2000, Mason 

and Coates, 2001, Jennings and Shulmeister, 2002, Orfoid et a l , 2002, Horn et a l , 2003, 

Pontee et a l , 2004] Histoiically, oui insights into shoitei term gravel beach dynamics 

have lagged behmd oui undeistandmg of Httoral environments composed of sand, mainly 

because of the logistical problen^ associated with lal)oratory or field expeiimentation It 

IS important that this fact is redressed since it is weU recognized that gravel beaches aie 

one of the most efficient forms of coastal protection, with a remailtable degree of stability 

[Nicholls and Webber, 1988, Powell, 1988, Sherman 1991] Recently theie has been some 

revival of interest m gravel beach dynamics, resulting in a spate of modelhng efforts 

[Van Wellen et al 2000; Claike et a l , 2004 Pediozo Acuna et a l . 2006, Lee et al 

2007] Although swash-domniated, giavel beaches are scarcely mentioned iii recent 

ie\aews of swash zone hydrodynamics and sediment transpoit [Butt and Russell, 2000, 

El&inlc and Baldock, 2002, Masselinlc and Puleo, 2006] In order to restore the balance, 
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the intention of this chapter is to review shorter term, process-oriented gravel beach 

morphodynamics, exploring a number of features which may be peciiHar to beaches 

composed of gravel-sized sediment. Further research will uncover a unifying theme 

common to all avenues of enquiry: the importance of spatial distributions iii sediment 

size and shape, centred around the notion that the spatial heterogeneity of sediment 

properties ai-e both an expression and a control on gravel beach morphodynamics. 

2.2\ Nomenclatme, Classification and Geograpliic Distribution 

The collective noun under the Udden-Wentworth classification scheme for sediment with 

a b-axis diameter of between 2 and 60 mm is 'gravel', which has physical connotations 

understood not only by coastal scientists and engineers, but geomorphologists, geologists 

and ecologists. The alternative term, 'shingle', is not as inter-disciplinai'y or' . 

international [Carter and Orford, 1993; Van Wellen et al., 2000; Ortbrd et al., 2002]. A 

necessaiy distinction is made between gi-avel beaches so-classified and boulder beaches 

[Novak, 1972; Oak, 1984; Lorang, 2000; .Johnston, 2001; Lorang, 2002], or beaches 

composed of coral gravel [Felton et al., 2000; Riclmiond and Morton, 2007]. 

Gravel beach sediments (Figure 2.1) have a characteristic size and shape heterogeneity 

[Zenkovicli, 1967; King, 1972; Carter, 1998] since the physiographic context to the 

development of gravel beaches is glacial and mountain weathering. Therefore the 

gebgi-aphic coverage is distinctly high-latitudinal, with long term sediment supply 

dominated by continental shelf reworking of gravels supplied" by terrestrial weathering 

processes. Gravel beaches are particularly widespread on the wave-dominated coastlines 

of Northern Europe (especially Russia,the UK and Ireland), Canada, the USA, Japan, • 

New Zealand, and Latin America. Orford et al. [2002] have recently provided a 

comprehensive review of the modern thinking behind the long-term, large-scale 

geomorphology of gravel beaches and barriers. Gravel beaclies within lai-ge regional 

settings are the subjects of Isla and Bujalesky [2000] and Anthony [2002]. The structm-al 

sedinientolog}'̂  of gravel beaches, including the historical interpretation of internal beach 

structures/stratification (an enquiry which, incidentally, is almost wholly absent firoiii 

the process-oriented gravel beach studies), is treated in detail by Bluck [1999]. To date, 

reseai-ch on gravel beaches has been dominated by these longer term geomorpliological 
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and sedimentoiogical studies, but few studies iiave attempted to carry out detailed , 

process measuiements to elucidate gravel beach moiphodynamics and sediment 

dynamics [Sheiman. 1991, Ivamy and Kench, 2006: Austm and MasseHrrk, 2006a] This 

chaptei reviews and discusses the dominant processes and concepts which can affect 

entire beach faces or sections of beach faces on laigei features sucli as spits and bairieis 

composed entirely of giavei sediment (Figuie 2 1), m tidal settings which aie affected 

directly by wave action This piimarily encompasses 'puie' gravel beaches, as defined by 

the classification scheme of Jennings and Shulmeisler [2002], and includes chffbacked and 

pocket beaches, as well as barrier and spit foiitages, but not back beach deltas (which are 

formed and stranded by storms), lateral deltas formed by peimancnt barrier breach, diid 

sheltered sections of spit heads 

Fig. 2.1 Some tmages of gravel beaches rn the UK and New Zealand, showing characteristic 
steepness and spatial segregation of sediment size 

Pure gravel beaches are relatively nariow, very steep and reflective at all stages of the 

tide [Jennings and Shulmeistei, 2002] \̂ nii]5t many of the concepts and piocesses 
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discussed here will be applicable to mixed sand and gravel (MSG) beaches or beach 

sections, the dynamics of such beaches are quite distinct [Kulkai-ni et al., 2004]. and are 

the subject of review by Kirk [1980] and Mason and Coates [2001]. Studies into the 

fundamentals of gravel beach behaviour may be best carried out on pm-e gravel beaches, 

an 'end-member' in the coastal sedimentological continuum, without the complicating 

influence of varying concentrations of sand. 

2.3 Hydrodynamic & Hydraulic Forcing 

2.3.1 Wave breaking 

The gravel beach morphodynamic system is forced at the boundary by ocean tides and 

offshore waves, which are in turn modified by large scale landform configurations 

(sub-and ,supra-tidal geologj'). Nearshore hydrodynamics (the combinatorial of waves 

and secondary waves, tides and associated currents) are modulated primarily by beach 

slopes, with a secondary control exerted by friction. Both ai-e controlled, in turn, by 

gi-ain size and sorting which allow steep slopes (Table 2.1) and a rapid attenuation of 

fluid momentum through firiction (which includes permeability). Due to a high tln-eshold 

of motion, and highly asymmetric wave action on the beacliface, gi-avels have a greater 

tendency to move onshore compared with sands [Bagnold, 1940; Iiiman, 1949] forming 

steep slopes. The gravel beach is thus the classic narrow 'reflective' beach morphotype 

(Table 2.1) in the beach classification-nomenclature [Carter and Orford, 1984, 1993; 

•Jennings and Sliulmeister, 2002]. 

Nearsliore hj'drodynaniics on gravel beaches are dominated by the s\yash zone, where 

bores created by wave breaking travel and decay on the beachface in oscillatory phases 

termed uprush and backwash. Short wave bores induce highly asymmetrical swash 

motions at incident wave frequencies as waves break over steep slopes close to the 

shoreHne. Very narrow sm-f zones support just one relatively uniform breaker line, 

quasi-perpendicular to the beach face [Baldoclc et al., 1,997; Baldbck and Holmes, 1999]. 

The rapidity of nearshore wave transformations .dictate energy concentration at 

breakpoint, in close proximity to the sliorehne, minirnising, the generation of broad-band 

infra-gravity oscillations, and maximising the importance of fluid niotions at incident 

and subhai-monic frequencies [Huntley and Bowen, 1975a; Mase, 1995; Miles and Russell, 
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Tab. 2.1 Range of morphometnc and morphodynarmc values obtamed from some pure gravel beach 
field studies/observaimm. 

Dataset Tide Slope (tan) M d (mm) Wid th (m) Proc. Meas. 

M82(site2)(JP) micro 012 48 l o r 26* N 

JS02(1)(NZ} micio 014 47 2 27 51 63 N 

JS02(2)(NZ) micio 0 13 4 71 2 12 50.4 N 

JS02(3)(NZ) micro 0 23 5 23 3 79 23 89 N 

JS02(4)(NZ) micio 0 23 5 22 3 79 25 04 N 

JS02(5)(NZ) micio 0 10 4 79 1 58 38 4 N 

JS02(6)(NZ) micro 0 24 5 11 4 18 5 N 

JS02(7)(NZ) micro 020 4 98 3 26 28.01 N 

L02 (US) meso 0 22 593* 1 54* 45 Y (H.]M,S) 

HD06(NZ) meso O i l 50 0.83* 100-400 Y (H) 

HL06 (UK) macro 0 17 ii/a 0 6-12 25 Y (H,M',G) 

AM06 (UK) macio 0.15 6 0 9-2 100 Y (H,M,G) 
* indicates inferred or calculated values (̂ vliere not explicitly stated) Md denotes median gram 

size, ^ Iribarren number, and for the process nieasuiements H denotes hydrodynamics, M 
morphology, S sediment size and G gioundwater M82 refers to Maejima [1982]. JS02 refeis to 

Jennings and Shuhneifater [2002], L02 refers to Lorang [2002], HD06 lefers, to Hartstem and 
Dickinson [2006]- HL06 refers to Horn and Li [2006] and AM06 lefers to Austin and Masselmk 

[20b6a] 

2004] Significant wave gioupmg maj' remain at the shoiehne [Ivarny and Kench, 2006], 

compounded by the interaction of successive swash events or the two phases of the same 

swash event (swash-badiiwash) which causes a downward shift in fiequency fi.om incident 

to sub-incident [Mase, 1995] The lack of breakpoint variability, dictating a spatial 

concentration of energy, means that critical thresholds foi sediment transpoit axe almost 

alwaj^ exceeded [Carter and Oiford 1993], although this may be limited to the smf and 

swash zones [Austin and Masselink, 2006 a]. 

The tide is crucial to beach moipliodynamics [Masselmk and Short, 1993; Davidson 

et a l , 1993] The role of the tide is to advect the suif and swash zones acioss the 

mtertidal beachface, theiefore moiphodjmamic piocesses will difl̂ er depending on the 

stage of the tide and the local slope The giavel beachface is typically convexo-planar m 

shape, so the swash and surf zone slope and associated morphodynamic processes, at any 

given point on the semi-diurnal tidal cycle will change For example, the local swash 

zone slope on the rising tide will be a compound function of the moiphodynamics m 

operation on the coiresponding time on the previous ebbing tide (assuming the same 

tidal range and identical wave setup). The local smf zone bed may inherit the slope horn 

the passage of the previous swash zone An additional control may be the late of change 
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of the tide over the slope [tidal translation rate, Massehnkand Short, 1993]. If and 

where the; tidal frame dictates wave breaking over a shallow sand slope immediately " 

seawards- | f the gravel/bank, as on a 'mixed' beach, ijeai-shore hydrodynamics are 

substanti^ly diiiereht: I ' ' ' ' " 

The intefactioii between tlie swash and-surf zones on gi-avel beaches remain largely 

unstudied. Swash is asymmetrical [Hughes et al., 1997]: uprushes on sand beaches are 

typically shorter, faster, and more volumous [Masselink and Puleo, 2006]. This ,j 

asymmetry is considered key in the amount of sediment transport and morphological 

change which occurs as a result of swash processes on the beachface. On gravel beaches, 

relatively liigli permeabiUties may serve to enhance swash asynrmetries, with iinportant 

implications for beach change [Duncan, 1964; Massehhk and Li , 2001: Austin and 

Masselink, 2006a]. Pre-and post-brealcer energy fluxes may have interesting and , 

important consequences for the spatial decay of energy with wave transformation 

distance, and turbulence, both locally-generated and the contribution advected from 

bore collapse [Puleo and Holland, 2001; Longo et al., 2002; Jackson et al., 2004; Butt 

et al., 2004; Pritchard and Hogg, 2005]. The potential importance of the advection of 

material convected by turbulent bore collapse into the swash zone, reported by numerous 

authors in recent yeai's [and reviewed in Masselink and Puleo, 2006] appeal's particularly 

essential for swash-dominated gravel beach foreshores. The extent to which reflection is 

attenuated by the loss of fluid into highly permeable beach, faces [Powell, 1990] is at 

present unknown, as are undertow and setup: and near-bed velocitj"- profiles, whicli again 

are in need of much further scrutiny. 

, The nearshore hydrodynamic regime so-described allows bore theory [Peregi-ine, 1966] 

and the non-lineai- shallow water wave equations [NLSWE, or simply SWE; Slien and 

Meyer, 1963, reviewed in detail by Hughes, 1992, 1995; Peregrme and WiUiams, 2001], or 

the 'ballistic model' [Hughes and Baldock, 2004] to be particularly applicable.. We may 

assume swash discretion (or uncmtailed individual events) with most vahdity.on'gi-avel 

foreshores where permeabilities (and therefore fluid loss) ai-e high [Austin and Massehnk, 

20066]. Although swash interaction has been shown to occur natm-ally [Austiii and • 

Masselink-, 20066], steep slopes and high permea,bilities gi'atify the assumption that 

individual swashes are 'launched' up the foreshore slope [Hughes and Baldockj. 2004]. 

When using the NLSWE, for the necessary formulations to hold, the fluid of the swash 
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tip must maintain very shallow depths [Peiegrine and Williams, 2001] Fluid loss 

through infiltiation appeals to be highest on the leading edge of the uprush-durmg the 

lattei stages of the upiush event [Horn et a l , 2003], i e towaids the top'of-fhe foreshore 

Fluid exchanges on highly permeable substrates aie possible to nipdel using balbsfiic 

approaches [Clarke and Damgaaid, 2002, Clarke et a l , 20£)4, Sliahelisazzadeh and 

Holmes. 2007] For all of these reasons, a more comphcated appioach such ag 

employment of the Boussinesq equations [Pedrozo - Acuna et a l , 2006] may ̂ ot be 

necessaiy to model swash motions However, just like sand beach shorelines (Elhmk and 

Baldoclc, 2002, Massehnk and Puleo, 2006], how swash zone hydrodynamics relate to 

sediment tiansport sediment sorting and morphological change is much moie 

problematical 

232 Swash-groundwaterhydra.uhc exchange &hediment transpoit 

A giavol beach is an unconfincd aquifer which is affected piimaiily by tides, waves and 

teirestnal somces of water, and the permeabililT '̂' of the beacliface, determined by giain 

size and sorting. The transmission of fluids thiough granulai mteistices, an9rswash.fiow 

modification as a result of diffeiential gioundwatei lesponses ovei the vaiying sediments 

of a gravel foreshore, have mteiestmg and under-studied imphcations for sediment 

transport and moiphological change on gravel beaches [Masselmk and Li, 2001, Austin 

and Massehnk, 2006 &] 

Horn [2002] attributes the failuie of vaiious swash zone sediment transport models to 

the ovci-simplification of swash hydiodynamics with respect to swash groundwater flows 

(hydrauHcs) On a gravel beach, peimeabihties and hj'diaulic conductivities are 

generally high [Horn et a l , 2003] Hydiaulic conductivity shows a sensitive dQpendence 

on 1) sediment size (Figure 2 2), so the spatial distiibution of surface sediment size, and 

2) veitical size distributions, oi the variation in sediment size with depth, aie 

particularly significant on gravel beaches with lespect to hydiauhcs The qualitative 

behaxiom and impoitance/magiiitude of these features may be peculiar to giavel 

beaches, and their study may be more difficult m the field for three crucial leaspns 

Fnstly, the magnitude of swash-groundwater exchanges is greater [Holmes et al 2002, 

Horn ot a l , 2003] Secondly, air encapsulation withm gioundwatei sediment matrices, 

hitherto considered ineffectual for sand beaches, may be important for poious gravel 
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substrates [Horn, 2002]. Thirdly, the high seepage velocities under swash flows [reported 

by Holmes et al., 2002; Horn et ah, 2003] impHcates a non-Darcian flow regime, or a 

nonlinear groundwater (hydrauHc) thi-6ugh-flow velocity dependence on hydrostatic 

pressure fields, explicating the sensitive nonhnear relationship between-sediment size and 

hydrauUc conductivity where pernieability is high (a notion which has reinained latent 

until very recentlj'̂ ). Accordingly, instantaneous swash hydrodynamics and hydraulics (or 

simply then- combinatorial, 'hydro-hydraulics') have taken on a new dimension arid 

renewed impetus for gravel beach dynamics [Masselink and L i , 2001; Horn et al., 2003; 

Clarke et al., 2004; Isla and Bujalesky, 2005; Austin and Masselink, 20066],'.ivhere the 

hydrostatic forces of vertical water exchange are potentially so exacting. | 

Numerical models for gi-avel profile development [Powell, 1990; Clarke'and Danigaard, 

2002; Clarke et al., 2004; Pedrozo Acuna et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2007] acknowledge the 

importance of a rigorous groundwater module to account for infiltrational (percolation) 

effects over highly porous media. The next stage will be to allow for a range of sediment 

sizes, and spatial variabihty in sediment size, as will be needed in gravel beach sediment 

transport calculations. Derivation of mean boundary shear stress, used to describe the 

effect of bed roughness on swash flow chai-acteristics, inaj' be obscuVed by the lionlineai' 

interaction of stress inherited from wave breaking, boundaiy layer development and 

micro-topographically induced acceleration and deceleration. Grain rnobility, roughness 

to flow and infiltration may be inlierently stochastic, dependent on the statistical 

distribution of sediment size and shape (facies) through time and space. The bulk 

(porosity, permeability, hydraulic conductivity) and transport-specific (sediment effective 

weight, surface tension and fluid cohesion, in/ex-filtration) parameters are potentially a 

complex function of size, shape, packing, orientation and vertical/horizontal gradation. 

Assessing the importance of groundwater dynamics in swash zone sediment transport 

ma}' involve quantification of boundary layer development, the contribution of fluid 

exchanges to 'filction'; stabihsation/destabiUsation [Turner and Masselink, 1998; Butt 

et al., 2001; Nielsen, 2002]; and measurement of the form of swash lens [Baldock et- al., 

2001; Horn et al., 2003; Baldock and Hughes, 2006]. It must be noted that 'friction' is a 

term employed loosely for roughness or 'skin filction', but in reality additionallj'̂  

encapsulates the instantaneous dissipation of potential energy associated with turbulent 

structures, and the loss of fluid mass, both of whicli may be more important in gravel 
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sediment transport and piofile dynamics [Masselink and Li , 2001] Separation of the 

relative frictional and infiltiational contributions to shear stiess for̂ sediment trarispoit " 

formulations will be moie difficult for gravel beaches than foi sand (and perhaps most 

difficult tor mixed beaches) - ' - - ^ 

On giavel beaches permeability (which iias a sensitive positive nSnhnearirelationship' 

with sediment size) becomes more important m defining morphodynamic relationships 

The best predictor of permeability, which is difficult to measure m situ [Horn. 2002], is" 

sediment size and sorting (Figme 2 2) 

Mean sediment srze (mm) 

Fig. 2 2 Nonhnear sensitimty of liydiauiic conductivity K (m to size) to mean grain size (in 
mm) and sorting (in o), derived from linear empirical formulae [Krumbein and Monk 
I943J Horn [2002] however, notes thai coarse and mixed size distributions may not 
show this dependence because flows may not strictly be Darcian. 

23 3 Transport mode 

Saltation, traction-bedload and sheetflow dominate the nearshpre of giavel beaclies 

TVanspoit mode will be a direct function of swash hydrodynamics and hydraulics, but 

individual clast motion will be dictated by a numbei of imcro-mechanical factors 

attiibutable to size and shape variation over a heterogeneous bed Itanspoit mode may 

have direct influence on the gross nature of sediment sorting, sediment transpoit and 

morphodynamic feedbacks Gravel is laige, so occupies a gieatei piopoition of the 

volume of swash flows relative to sand Sheet flow is theiefore likely to be important in 
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gi-avol beach dj'.namics, especially on fluid-thin backwashes. Sheetflow is poorly defined, 

taken by some authors to mean any coUision-dominated sediment islurry where 

fluid-momentum forces flow but sediment concentration is high [Savage, 1984]. Others 

define it in terms of the Shields parameter [e.g. Wilson, 1987 defines sheet flow as ^ > 

0.8]; and others in particular" reference to dispersive pressures which arise through grain 

colhsions, resulting in inverse gradation or 'shear sorting' [dispersive pressures are 

greater on larger grains than small in the same horizon of flow, causing largercgrains to 

migtate upwards, e.g. Bagnold, 1954; Inman et al., 1966; Chfton, 1969; Sallengfer, 1979]. 

Finally, it may be defined in specific, reference to hindered settling effects. Balddck et al. 

[2004]. demonstrated that particle settling velocity may reduce to 10% of clear water 

settling velocity within sheet flow. At present the natui-e of sheet flow in ĥe neai-shore 

(e.g. contact stresses, pressure dispersion, inter-particle conision and hindered settling) is 

poorly understood [Seminara, 1998; Drake and Calantoni, 2001], especially for coarse 

sediments. 

2.3.4 Sorting &: grading 

Gravel is not only larger, but usually varies over several orders of magnitude greater 

than that for beach sands. In consequence, gravel beach sedinients are spatially 

differentiated in terms of both size and shape to a greater degree [Bluck, 1967]. 

Therefore textural zonation is more obvious on gravel beaches than sand beaches 

[Dobkins and Folk, 1970; Jones, 1971; Orford, 1975], forming mosaics of relatively fine 

and coarse sediment. The step, cusp horns, strands and berms are composed of larger 

sediment than foreshores,- although a number of levels of textural zonation within this 

general case may be discernible as sediments ai'e redistributed continually (the level at 

wliich sediment zonation becomes important in tei-ms of the morphodjoiamics of the 

beach is conceptually interesting, and discussed later in this chapter). Sediments which 

axe selectively entrained congregate as 'sediment structures' or 'assemblages' [Bluck, 

1967; Dobkins and Folk, 1970; Jones, 1971; Bluck, 1999] whereby the difference between 

a sediment structure and a packing framework is the difference between a planimetric 

and an altinietric pattern (or horizontal and vertical gi-ading) by virtue of their 

similarity in response to the prevalent hydro-liydrauUc regime. In Order to understand 

these processes, we require cominand over this notion of 'hydrauhc equivalence' 
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[Rittenhouse, 1943] This condition is manifest through a whole suite of "emergent' 

sedimentaiy propeities acquired tluough the mutual association of individual grains in a 

mixed population In othei words, individual giams acquire these piopeities only in 

context to 'background' populations of collections of grains These emergent properties 

include packing ariangements (hence poiosity, peimeabihty and hydraulic conductivity) 

angle of pivot (hence lelative flow piotiusion, shadowing); shape-contioiled, imbrications 

and angular-inteilocking, and angles of internal fiiction Moss [1962 1963] învoked the 

idea of pai tide iejection/acceptance to explain gradation phenomena through difleiential 

response to swash phase Particles smaller than backgiound size filtci into the intcisticos 

of the iaige (a piocest. known as kmetic sieving) and large particles override and outrun 

the small [called 'overpassing', e g Can, 1969, King. 1972 Bud, 1996; Allan et a l , 2006] 

That difterent cross-shoie size-shape zonations exist on gravel beaches (Figuie 2 3) is 

veiihed by numerous authois [Flemmmg, 19G4, Bludt, 1907, Oifoid, 1975 Wflliams and 

Caldwell 1988, Petrov, 1989 Isla, 1993], although tli^ relative importance of size and 

shape in soitmg is yet to be resolved Bluck [1967, 1999] postulated on the tendency of 

disc and blade-shaped particles to be piefeientially transported upslope acting like a 

hydrodynamic 'wmg', and for spherical and roller shapes to be transported downslope 

[echoed by Wright et a l , 1979, Williams and Caldwell, 19S8. Petiov, 1989, but not 

supported by the findings of Cair, 1971, Jad^on and Nordstrom, 1993; Allan et a l , 

2006] It is not cleai whether sortmg by size, and sorting by shape, are achieved by two 

fundamentally diffoicnt mechanisms, or what aspect of amsotropy is impoitant ('shape' 

IS, hydio-hydrauhcally, multi-faceted, [Wiiikelmolen, 1982, Blenberger, 1991; Le Roux, 

2002], so vaiymg measuies of two-dimensional spheiicity, aspect latio and elongation, 

and the axially less dommant third dimension, oi c-axis, may produce different responses 

to ffow, individually, and as part of mixed beds) 

A multi-size-fraction approach is lequired to model spatial soiting on coarse clastic 

beaches such as taken by the sediment tiansport module of the numerical model 

developed by Lawrence et al [2002] which includes a multiple size fi action sorting 

algorithm The mean diameter of a sediment sample is more than a record of fluid powei 

expenditure it is a cumulative lecord ot gram size filteimg at successive positions along 

the sediment tiansport pathway This is true both of sand and gravel beach sediments, 

but perhaps only on beaches composed of the larger clastic fractions does the material 
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being transported exert positive feedback control over subsequent transport events, and 

hence morphological change. If so, even multiple size fraction sediment traiisport and 

sorting formulae will not be enough to describe and account for observed changes in 

morphologies. This notion is developed further later in.'this chapter. 

The ge'orhetiy.bf mixed beds - particle selection and 
rejection leading to. dyerpa'ssing, armouring and sediment 

zonation. 

fine coarse, v.coarse.lag 
traiispoft-
ebrridbr 

.rejection 

e h X X W y 

acceptance: 

alo.ngsiiore: 

(3rbss-sh"Gre:' 

AfterGarter (-ISSS). Alongshore grading phplp from iCornar (iS^S)-

Fig. 2.3 Diagrammatic poHrayal of selective overpassing arid armourifig phenomena, expressed in 
terms of traiisport stresses on individual grains in mixed-size beds [after Carter. 199S]. 
•where overpassing occurs in the longshore [e.g. Biid, 1996] and armouring occurs in both 
long-and cross-shore directions [e.g. Isla, 1993]. 

2.3.5 Longshore sediment transport 

The principle of 'overpassing' (Figure 2.3) has been used to explain the existence of both 

cross shore and alongshore grading, the latter perfectly illustrated bygravel barriers such 

as Chesil Beach in the UK, and Hawke Bay Beach, New,Zealand [Carr, 1969: King, 1972: 

Bird, 1996]. Overpassing is the process by which.the large scale alongshore segregation of 

smaller and larger sediment occurs as a corollary of differential transport rates through 

acceptance or rejection mto background inaterial. A gi-eater ratio between individual 

large grains and mixed beds increases the propensity for mobility since gi-eater boundary 

layer flow projection is thought to concentrate fluid ckag about the angle of pivot, 
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causing the preferential selection and tiansport of laigei giams and proximal-distal 

coarsening. In contiast, a diminished latio between individual and background sediment 

would perhaps impede transpoitation thiough hiding effects [and inverse-grading, see 

Is!a, 1993] Net or time-averaged grading may be viewed as a 'null point' argument 

[Comaghd, 1877, Bowen, 1980], as leviewed by Millei and Ziegler [1958]. and Horn 

[1992]. for eveiy gram size theie exists a unique alongshore position wheie the 

coarse/fine ratio grades perfectly alongshoie 

Field measmements of longshoie sediment transpoit on giavel beaches aie difficult and 

often give statistically uniehable results [Lee and otheis , 2007] Alongshore giadmg 

occms withm the swash, not as the result of longshoie curients sensu stricto The 

longshoie movement of material m the swash of giavel beaches, aptly termed swash 

'grazing' [Sherman and Nordstiom, 1985] i6 the subject of a comprehensive leview by 

Van Wellen et al [2000], who imply that 50-70% of longshore sediment tiansport of 

material occurs m the swash [also Allan ef a l , 2006] This has importance not only m 

teims ot overpassing and giadmg, but in the long teim health of beach systems, 

sediment leakage, and plaiiforms Masselink and Puleo [2006] have recently suggested 

that the longshore component of cross-shore dominated swash flows may be more 

important than previously realised, although there are few published measuiements of 

longshore sediment flux and hydiodynamics in the swash [Elfrink and Baldock, 2002] 

Van Wellen et al [2000] note the particular shortage of high quality field data on 

longshore sediment tiairport/volumetric changes on giavel beaches and spits, especially 

dm'ing storms [Ghadwidc et al 2005], which has severely hampeied progress in tins area 

According to Masselink and Puleo [2006], the same is also true of sand beaches 

2 4 Morphological features 

241 Beim 

The sediment volume contained under a particular' beach suiface is a function of present 

processes, as well as past suifaces which aie a function of past piocesses [Sonu and 

Vanbeek, 1971, Caldwell and Wilhams, 1985] Reflective beaches aie typically 

two-dimensional, which should malce it lelatively stiaightfoiwaid to classify and 

characteiise gravel beach profile shapes, however the moiphodynamics of secondary 
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morphological features may prove to be more problematic. One reason for this is that it 

appears that absolute morphological changes appear larger on coarse grained beaches 

than on sand beaches over comparable timescales, even under low energy conditions 

[Van Wellen et al., 2000: Kulkarni et al., 2004: Austin and Masselink, 200(3a: Horn and 

Li , 2006]. Another is that it appears grain size exerts some control over the development 

and morphometries of these forms. 

Austm and Masselink [20066] show that watertable outcropping is highly dynamic on 

natural gravel foreshores, suggesting that infiltration at the swash limit contributes 

swash asymmetry, onshore sediment transport and berm formation. Berm building and 

onshore migration provides an additional mechanism for maintenance of beachface 

reflectivitj^ Grant [1948] and Duncan [1964] observed that lai-ger foreshore sediments 

tend to move onshore, forming strand lines and berms, whilst fine material congregated 

further downslope. This seemed counter-intuitive since the velocif}" magnitude- (and 

therefore flow competencĵ ) decreases landwards. Duncan [1964] explained it thus: 

toward the -limit of each uprush, velocity is insufficient to retain sediment- iu transport 

because water volumes undergo increasing diminution through" infiltration. Lai"ger 

material stranded at the landwards extent of run-up lacks a mechanism for its removal 

since infiltrational losses have weakened backwash with respect to uprush, although some 

fine niaterial is downcombed by backwash. In this way, a lens of sediment is pushed 

onshore over tidal cycles through cut-and-fiU and berm building [Eriksen, 1970: Waddell, 

1976; Horn et al., 2003; Austin and Massehnlv, 20066; Weir et al., 2006]. Masselink and 

Li [2001] modelled the dependence of foreshore slope on swash infiltration, finding a 

critical sediment size of 1.5 mm beyond which iiifiltration-enhanced onshore flow 

asymmetry caused significant profile steepening. 

2.4.2 Step &: foreshore 

The step is a relatively small arid steep feature at the base of the foreshore, a submerged 

break of slope at the base of the swash zone which appears to adjust to nearshore 

hydrodynamic regime [Hughes and Cowell, 1987], characteristic of reflective sand and 

gi"avel beaches, and composed of sedimeiit which is coarser than the sediment 

immediately landwai"ds or seawards. Beach steps, which are relatively Under-studied, 

have been re-viewed by Bauer and Allen [1995]. The step is distinct from the scarp 
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[Sherman and Nordstiom. 1985] which is a subaerial (upper swash or tidally-stranded) 

featuie The steep seawards facing slope is.of the order of 20'̂  and 32° [ShoFt,'1984, 

Laison and Sunamuia 1993] Wave-breakmg is thought to be forced and modulated by 

the step, a moiphodynamic relationship possibly lelated to wave height [Suiiamura, 

1984], or surf similarity parameter Boies develop, shoal, and collapse immediately 

following biealcing over the relatively shallow (slip-)face of the step at the base of the 

foieshore [Austin and Masselink. 20066] Being peimanently submeiged. the step is 

technically not a featuie of the swash zone but initiation and maintenance is thought to 

have as much to do with swash pioce&ses as wave breaking undeigoing dimensional 

alteration in response to increases in wave height at breaking [theiefore wave breaker 

type, Sunamura, 1984, Hughes and Cowell, 1987, and changes m swash legime, Larson 

and Sunamuia. 1993] As such, steps serve to highlight the importance of the 

interdependence of the pre-and post-breakpoint fimd motions on steep beach dynamics 

Matsimaga and Honji [1980. 1983] demonstrated that supeicritical flow conditions 

arrived at by strong backwashes curtailing strongly asj'mmetrical incident bores can 

create a hydraulic jump and associated backwash voitex, under various wave breaker 

types that could l)e responsible for the formation of the step Takcda and-Sunamara 

[1983] and Larson and Sunamura [1993] developed these ideas into a dynamical model 

foi step hj'dro-and sediment dynamics, postulating on the importance of the step m 

swash zone flows, slope development, sediment transport and sorting mechanisms 

According to this interpietation the step gradient is maintained by the upward stroke of 

a backwash vortex which impedes avalanchmg and allows for deposition on the crest 

The coincidence of an unstable tuibulent boie with an immediate antecedence of 

sediment entrained by a backwash vortex may cause advection of material onshore This 

piocess may piovide a mechanism foi preferential slope buildmg and supply the liberated 

coarse material for berms and cusp horns 

Step dynamics aie likely to have consequence for swash zone sedimentation through 

convective-advective entrainment and tiansport on the uprush (see also the section on 

hydrodynamics and sediment transport) and foieshore adjustments For example, a 

recent laboratory study fLara et a l , 2002] found that turbulence associated with 

breaking had a sensitive sediment-size dependency, where larger giavels induced an 

increase m the vertical velocity gradient and hence largei instantaneous shear stresses. 
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This finding would suggest that sediment would be convected at the step [where very 

coarse grains tend to concentrate, e.g. Short, 1984], to be advected by . 

onshore-asymmetrical bores shoaling over the relatively flat step crest. Austin and 

Masselink [2006a] present a time-series of step dimensional adjustments on a gi-avel 

beach, showing the step to respond to wave height. The step may [Ivamy and Kench, 

2006] or may not [Austin and Masselink, 2006a] migrate with the tide. Backwash 

vortices should be most energetic when resonance occurs between wave period and swash 

'duratioii [Kemp, 1975]. Less clear is the requirement for backwash uprush interaction at 

the base of the foreshore to force supercriticahty. Beach steps may thereby be central to 

our understanding of the modulation of foreshore adjustments in response to 

swash-swash interaction and fi-equency- downshifting [Kemp, 1975; Mase, 1988, 1995; 

Baldock et al., 1997; Holland and Puleo, 2001; Erikson et al., 2005]. Indeed, the-role of 

the step appears crucial in gravel beach morphodynamics, being a dissipative feature 

perhaps analogous to a sand beach bar, and is discussed in detail later in this chapter. 

Gravel beaches commonly support slopes in excess of 10 degrees [Longuet Higgins and 

Pai-kin, 1962; Williams and Caldwell, 1988; Austin and Massehnk, 2006a]. The relative 

importance of nearsliore hydrodynamics, sediment characteristics and beachface 

hydraulics, in the maintenance of reflectivity is unresolved. Hughes and Cowell [1987] 

emphasised the importance of the step in maintaining steep slopes, hypothesising that 

the morphodynamic adjustment of step dimensions to wave height acts in the same way, 

or has an analogous morphodynamic role as a dissipative surf zone. Step maintenance 

allows waves continue to shoal in deep water close to the shoreline; the energj': of waye 

breaking forced by the step face is spatially concentrated, providing the conditions for 

step maintenance and for reflective coriditions to persist. As stated pre\dously, step 

height tends to increase -with wave height, so surging breakers would flatten the step, 

and plunging brealcers steepen the step face. As wave heights increase, the dominance of 

uncurtailed backwashes would provide the baclcwash strength required for interaction 

fm-ther downslope (i.e; at the base of the foreshore), vorticity generation and step 

building. Swash zone asymmetries therefore appear to satisfactorily resolve both the 

Matsuuaga and Honji [1980] hypothesis for step formation and the Hughes and Cowell 

[1987] hypothesis for beach face reflectivity. 

Bagiiold [1940] famously stated that beach face angle depends only on the size of 
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giains. and was independent of wave height Kemp [1975] also thought that there was no 

relationshii> between wave energj' and beach face grading Uiidei the Hughes and Cowell 

[1987] hypothesis, foreshore slopes become less sensitive to incident wave eneigy since 

the step forces energetic bieakmg and boie collapse (as stated previously, the step is 

theiefore the morpho dynamic equivalent to a sand bar) The wave energy independence 

stated by Kemp [1975], therefore, is a direct lesult of dimensional alteiatioii in response 

to an mciease in wave eneigj'. up to a certain thieshold. It is unknown the extent to 

which beachface sediments interact with iiows of the two swash phases how this affects 

swash interaction modes and therefore beachface morphodynamics 

2 43 Cusps &:Rliy^thmicBedforms 

Cusps are small quasi-rhythmic cienulations foimed at the shoiehne by swash flows, 

composed of coaise hoins and fine bays They are a common ephemeral featuie of steep 

bcadaes, siguatoiy of a leflcctivo moiphodjmamic state (Figure 2 4). Accordingly, cusps 

are a common occuiience on gravel beaches [Kuenen, 1948 Longiiet Hig^ns and Parkm, 

1962. Bluck, 1967, Williams, 1973, Bluck, 1999. Nolan et al., 1999 Sunamma and Aoki 

2000], but gravel cusps differ fiom sand cusps m that they are less of a coherent 

morphological form, and more of a collection of loose sediment structures, more obviously 

soited by size, and often forming 'bands' of material down the foreshore (Figure 2 4). 
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Fig. 2.4 Th& processes of cusp formation on gravel beaches illustrate the role sediment may have 
m the morphadynamics of those beaches budding and mamtaimng morphology through 
feedback mechanisms to an extent never matched by sediments comprising sand beaches 
Sand cusp photo courtesy of Dr Peter Cowell 
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Bluck [1967, 1999] and Sherman et al. [1993] detail a wide range' of potential, couplings 

(facies) between shape and size and associated hydraulically equivalent sediment 

structures which may exist in relation to gravel cusps. Since the size variation of beach 

gravels is in general greater, the differentiation of coarse horns and fine bays is even more 

noticeable. Beach cusp formation hypotheses have been reviewed extensively elsewhere 

[Guza and Inman, 1975; Inmaii and Guza, 1982; Koinar, 1998; Coco et al., 1999]. The 

developments and discussion of the two dominant models, namely the edge wave 

[hydrodynamic template, Huntley and-Bowen, 1975a; Komar, 1998] and the • 

swash-circulation/self-organisation [Werner and Fink, 1993; Masselink et al.,. 1997; 

Massehnk and Pattiaratchi, 1998a, b; Coco et al., 1999, 2001; Masselink et al., 2004; 

Coco et al., 2004] hypotheses, have proceeded almost without reference to gi-avel cusps. 

Huntley and Bowen [1975a] attribute the formation of cusps on a gravel beach to. 

zero-mode edge waves; however, the importance of wave reflection and associated 

standing wave forms on gravel beaclies requires much greater scrutiny. Massehnk et al. 

[2004] has shown that the assumption of edge waves during (or at least to initiate) cusp 

formation may .not be convincing: energy within the edge wave band for a particular 

wave frequency may be the product of a whole suite of nearshore processes [Baldock 

et al., 1997], and the onlĵ  satisfactory method of edge wave detection involves an airay 

of sensors measuring both the cross-shore and long shore vertical structures of the water 

column. Masselinlc et al. [1997] state that cusp re-formation maj'̂  be as much the-product 

of antecedent morphologj' as hj-^drodynamics. One potentially interesting topic may be 

the formation and maintenance of cusps in the light of vai-ious swash-interaction modes 

and associated spectral [Mase, 1995] or frequency-distribution signature. It is clear that 

gravel cusps pose numerous interesting and unstudied avenues of enquiry,, which may 

shed hght on the nature of selective sorting at the shorehne. 

2.4.4 Storm Beach 

Swash-aligned gravel barrier beaches are thought to migrate onshore over time through a 

mechanism known as 'rollover' [Cai-ter and Orford, 1993], whereby onshore sediment 

transport during storms throws material landwards to form a coarse storm-stranded lag,. 

or storm beach. The relative altitude of this stoma beach to spring high water level is 

remai'kable, and can only be explained by storm-induced set-up superimposed upon a 
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high spring oi high astronomical tide The material is effectively lost fiom the active 

beach system, since it lacks a mechanism for removal (offshore transport) during calmer 

conditions Elevated groundwater levels and bed fluidisation coincident with high eneigy 

plunging breakers is thought to cause seawaids-diiected transpoi-t, but the seemingly 

paradoxical nature of onshoie storm sedimentation is fax hom resolved Indeed, the 

mechanism for landwaids sedimentation proposed'by [Orfoid, 1977], invoking the 

formation of a breakei-bai to force wave-spilling at tidal extremities, lemams the only 

interpretation forwarded thus far Since analysis of high-magnitude stoim events on 

giavel beaches is exceedingly rare [Sandeis, 2000, Oifoid et a l , 2003, Cooper et a l , 

2004], explanations are necessaiily heuristic The Orfoid [1977] hypothesis remains to be 

verihed- indeed, the foimation of a bai' (step) would lequire substantial resistance to 

planation [OifOid et a l , 2003] The peiiodicity and nature of stoim sedimentation may 

be studied using the internal structure of storm beach sedimentation/spiU-over featuies 

[Orford et al, 1988. Bluck, 1999], which have good pieseivation potential, although the 

magnitude of associated beacli sediment removal offshore, and the effect of this on the 

long-term health of the beacli, is much more difficult to deteimine 

2 5 Relationship between Moiphology and Sediments -

2 51 Morphodynamics m Heterogeneous Sedimentary Environments 

This chapter has reviewed gravel beach morphodynamics and it seems that m these 

environments sediment characteristics aie, as least conceptually or based on qualitative 

observation, central to virtually all tenets of morphodynamics Morphology ' 

[Longuet Higgms and i^arkm, 1962, Austin and Masselmk, 2006a] sediment transpoit 

[Kidson et a l , 1958: Cafr, 1971- Voulgaris et a l , 1999, Lee and others., 2007] 

hydrodynamics and hydrauhcs [Huntley and Bowen, 1975a, Austm and Masselmk, 20066. 

Horn and Li , 2006] have either been shown oi aie considered conceptually to be grain 

size/soitmg dependent. It therefore seems more than surprising that, to the authors' 

loiowledge, the concurrent and co-located measurement of sedimentology and one oi 

more of the above attributes ovei short term and small (process) scales, in a 

process-based study with similar sample resolution, has never been attempted on pure 

gravel beaches One reason for this may be that measuiements of gram size distributions 
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are slow and laborious. It is currently not possible to quantify accurately grain 

attributes on a time scale even close to morphological and liydrodynanuc measurements. 

A handful of previous studies have alluded to the -fact that sediment size and 

morphological change have a co-vai-iability which may reinforce individual distinct 

morphological features, and sediment transport characteristics through those features, 

through feedback processes [Sherman et al., 1993; Tolman, 1994: Rubin and Topping, 

2001; Gallagher and McMahan, 2006). In other words, if grain size and morphological 

change have a correlated domain of joint variation (i.e. temporal structm-e) this would 

support the suggestion that sediment characteristics may reinforce the evolution of 

morphological features. Sensitivity to spatial variations in sediment size is another 

dominant theme, with respect to, for example, vertical velocity profiles, morphological 

(step, cusp, berm) and textural mosaic dimensions, kinetic sieviiig (acceptance), 

overpassing (rejection), and emergent sediment properties such as hydraulic conductivity 

and pivot angle. Lai'ger sediment helps to dissipate and spatially concentrate enei-gj-- at 

the step, forming a lag where infiltrational fluid losses are greatest. 

The rest of this chapter develops the potential role of sediments in gi-avel beach 

morphodynamics into a conceptual framework. Cai-ter and Orford [1993] state that the 

emergence of sorting patterns through selection, rejection and acceptance tend to create 

patterns which resist further rnovement. In other words, the formation of textural 

mosaics and morphologies would progressive^ have fewer configurational possibihties, 

which would limit further re-organisation. Therefore, gi-avel foreshores tend to become 

more organised, creating mosaics of sediment which have a distinct form [the sediment 

structures of Bluck, 1967, 1999], which ai'e able to withstand and control transport [or 

hmit^work done -this notion is discussed in terms of 'entropy' by Carter and Orford, 1993 

and briefly bji-CoweU et al., 1999], where sediments diffuse to ehminate work gradients. 

The wide range of size-shape structm-es reported in the literature [Bluck, 1967,1999; 

Orford, 1975: Sherman et al., 1993] are interpreted as the product of this process, 

although it is fai- fi-om cleai- which sediment assemblages represent periods of stabihty or 

order, and which assemblages ai-e the cumulative product of periods of relative disorder, 

and indeed to what resolution one must measure. These claims are based ahnost wholly 

on qualitative observation, but require emplacement within a morphodynamic 

framework. Only an extensive data set of concurrent morpho-sedimentary measurements 
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will support, or otherwise, the veracity of these claims 

Gravel morphological features would peihaps appeal to contiol the flux of eiieigj- and 

mattei through themselves In other words, gravel beach architectures may act as 

mechanisms themselves which recycle sediment selectively [Evans, 1939 Longuet Higgms 

and Parkin, 1962, Sherman ct al 1993, Bluck. 1999], so, effectively soiting may beget 

sorting Sherman et al [1993] cogently aigues that sediment-structures heterospatially 

but not stochastically arianged have a distinctive foim which 'survives' or 'consistently 

appears* as distinct irrespective of location, due to theu piopensity to eithei migrate in 

response to changing conditions (thiough hydraulic equivalence) or withstand or indeed 

even control local process variations- and dynamics either through flow di\'ersion oi 

constraint, or spatially diffeientiated hydio-hydraulic pioperties 

The perfect example of such a relationship is a giavel cusp (Figure 2.4) This 

potentially self-organised system is likely to be governed by internal (intrinsic) dynamics, 

and not exclusively by external hydiodynamic forcing it remains dissipative (i e it 

lequires continual eneigy tiansfei), but as it grows and becomes a more ordered, stable 

form The formation of sediment structures may provide system memoiy or templates 

foi moiphological change, as initial unpatterned (unoideied) sediments foim patterned 

(disordered) states. Time-lags between morphological adjustment (relatively long-teim 

responses) and hydrodynamics (relatively short-teim lesponses) in beacli dynamics aie 

common since sediment must be tiansported to invoke morphological change [Weinei, 

1999] Energetics-type models [Bailard, 1981] treat sediment tiansport as "woik done' by 

a hydrodynannc machine these sediment transport models may have to be adapted m 

light of the pievious discussion, since sortmg implies the stoiage of energy which cannot 

be used to do woik Sediment soitmg may either be piogiessive (i e occurs upon 

deposition) oi instantaneous (i e occuis on entiainment and transpoit) The foimer 

may be lelated to imxed bed sediment geometry and the piocesses of selection and 

rejection, and-the latter may be more related to flow competence and powei The 

challenge will be m the separation of the signals from the two components which aie 

acting m conceit to soit sediment 
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.2.5.2 -Bedform Surrogacy 

On gravel beaches, why are coherent nearshore bedforms such as crescentic, longitudinal 

and transverse bars, and swash bai's, absent? There may be several contributing factors. 

The hydrodynamic boundary conditions inhibit flow field instabihties [Dodd et al., 2003] 

associated with hearshore circulation, rips, shears and infra-gravity motions. Incident 

obliquity and longshore sediment flux, or bedload and sheetflow load dominance,, 

obscm-es developing bedforms. Bedform initiation or maintenance requires low angles of 

internal friction. One might speculate that perhaps sorting forms graded 

sedimeiit-structures, morphologies and mosaics of texture instead of bedforms. In other 

words, they draw physical resemblance to bedforms, or are bedform 'surrogates'. The 

explication of scale hierarchies between barely-perceptible and easily-perceptible 

sediment structures and packing frameworks, textural mosaics, and morphological 

features, could be named 'bedform surrogacy'. 

Beaches must absorb enormous quantities of energj' to maintain their structure and 

chai-acteristics. Sedimentary and morphological reconfigurations and continual 

adjustments, through sediment transport, facilitate this energj' dissipation. The features 

created are specific to available sediment size, and sediment size variation. For example, 

as reported eai-her, as a dissipative feature forcing wave attenuation, the step may be 

analogous to a bar; and sand and gravel cusps may be morphodynamically cqui-final. ' 

Size-sorting in discrete mixed beds is a function of relative transportability, whereas 

sediment sorting on bedforms is controlled by the passage and recycling of sediment 

through the bedforms. Both coherent bedforms mid gravel mosaics and sediment 

structures shai-e in common a certain rhythmicity. Considering gravel "features as 

surrogates for quasi-regulai- and coherent nearshore bedforms may uncovier analogies for 

bedform spatial dimensions and wavelengths; migration rates and propensity; alignment; 

local flow and transport mode modification; and stability fields. Potentially, this idea has 

impHcations for the relative contribution of form drag to total shear stress (usually 

, produced by the pressure field associated with flow over bedforms, but which may 

equally have a gravel analogue in the form of coarse sediment patches), and skin firiction, 

produced by individual grains. Accordinglj^, textm-al mosaics may yield information on 

vectorial dispersal and spatial energy gradients over larger areas [the use of gram size 
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characteristics is an approach common m coastal sedimentology, e g McLaren and 

Bowles, 19S5, Gao and Colhns, 1992 - see chaptei 8]. Equally, sediment structuies may 

be non-repeating in time oi space The ephemeral nature and migiation rates of bedfoim 

suiiogates may aid the quantification of sedimento-morphological relaxation and inertia 

Sediments must be tiansported to invoke morphological change, so sediment transport 

leading to the spatial distribution of sedimentaiy variables may provide the system 

memoiy at the heart of many geopiij'sical time lags Textuial mosaics, moiphologies and 

hydro-hydraulics may be developing ovei discordant time-scales Wernei [1999] describes 

this phenomenon as 'slaving', wheie fast variables aie 'slaved' to slow variables, for 

example m the long-term motion of grains slaved to the nugiation of bedforms 

r r 

.characSnstlcis'' ^'^r^i'. 

Inner Surf Zone Beachface 

Fig. 2 5 Conceptual morpho-sedimentaTy-dynamics diagram for the gravel beach face (modified 
from Massehnk and Puleo (2006, their Fig 1), which should be used as a guide to 
illustrate the conceptual differences between the-two morpho-types) 
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2.6\ Morpho-Sediinentary-Dynamics 

Gravel beaches have-distinct dynamics, wliicli may be explained not only through the 

mutual association between fluid flows and morphological diange mediated through 

sediment transport, but extraneously on the particular controls sediment variations may 

exert on nearshore processes. It has become increasingly clear that the morphodj'-namic 

model first proposed by Wright and Thom [1977] can only pai-tially expla,in gravel beach 

dynamics. Morphodynamics is a type of dyadic interaction,- where a cluster of behaviours 

dominates the meaning of each member's behaviour. Morphodynamics is strongly 

non-hnear, whereby synergistic qualities may appear which cannot be predicted from a 

knowledge of the properties of the individual components of a system. No single 

behaviour can be sepai-ated fi-om the cluster for analysis without losing its meaning in 

the sequence. 'Morpho-sedimentary djmamics' (A'ISD) is defined as the mutual 

association and feedbacks in operation between flows (hydrodynamics and hydrauhcs), 

and forms (morpliological architectures and texfcm-al mosaics), mediated tln'ough 

selective sediment transport mechanisms acting upon the mechanical, hydrodjmamic and 

hydraulic properties of sediments, Ît represents a modification of the morphodynamic " 

domain, applicable where textural difierences are so great that traditional 

morphodynamics are incapable of accounting for the apparently complex time series of 

beach geometries and morphological behaviours. An MSD approach treats sediments, 

and the spatial heterogeneity of sediment cliai-acteristics, not as a boundary condition 

(along with, for example, tidal range, offshore wave height and physical obstructions) 

but as. a fundamental and integral aspect which permeates through iiiorphodynamics, 

which liiay act as both an expression and control on gi-avel beach behaviour (Figure 2.5). 

There are a number of extraneous interactions and feedbacks between system 

components, and more degrees of fi-eedom (the number of pai-ameters wliich may be 

independently varied). MSD therefore is about complexity, i.e'. collective and emergent 

behaviour through nonhnear interactions, although at this stage we may only postulate 

upon how MSD may bo implemented within approaches specifically adapted to account 

for these interactions, especially over larger temporal and spatial scales. 

The dominant processes in gravel beach dynamics have been reviewed, highlighting 

some common themes which unify the various components of the gravel beach system. 
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the lepercussious of which impart on liow giavel beach dynamics might be understood 

conceptually In particular; giavel beach dynamics are thought to be highly dependent 

on the temporal and spatial variation in giain size and the continual adjustments made 

by an active beach step, both of which act not only as the expression of changing 

morphodynamic conditions, but also as a controlling influence Morphodynamics, the 

notion that the exchanges on beaches between the hydrodynamics, sediment transport, 

and morphological change takes the foim of reciprocal relationships whicli are mediated 

thiough feedback mechanisms (m such a way that they cannot be thought of oi studied 

independently) is not a new one Yet it appears that for the gravel beach, 

morphodynamics must be re-defined to describe conditions where variations m sediment 

size are thought to deserve parity, lather than as merely a sequent entity or boundary 

condition 'Morpho-sedimentaiy-dynamics' is a phrase coined to intuit such cause and 

effect, detailing the co-evolution of morphology, hydro-hydiaulics and sediment 

propeities whilst acknowledging causative pluralism, ieedbacks and multiplier effects 

This is the recommended conceptual hamewoik withm which to ciystallise thought and 

oiganise further reseaich for the giavel beach. Essentially, it increases the minimum 

number of parameters needed to describe the state of the gravel beach as a physical 

system Tlieiefore. it is advised that simplicity will be most expedient m oui future 

modelling efforts, if complexity is to be adequately encapsulated 
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2.7 Summary 

(i) Studies into the fundamentals of coarse grained beach behaviour may be best 

. carried out on pure gravel beaches, an 'end-member' in the coastal sedimentological 

continuum, isolating the beha '̂iour composed of one sedimentological class without 

the complicating influence of vaiying concentrations of sand. 

(ii) On gravel .beaches, permeability has an important role in defining morphodynamic 

relationships. The best proxy, for permeability, which is difficult to measure in situ, 

is sediment size/sorting. 

(iii) The mean diameter of a sediment .sample on a gravel beach is more than a record 

of fluid power expenditure: it is a cumulative record of grain siz6' filtering at 

successive positions along a sediment transport pathway. 

(iv) Absolute morphological changes appear larger on coarse grained beaches than on 

sand beaches, even under low wave energy conditions. 

(v) The dynamics of secondary morphological features may be controlled by 

fundamentally difterent morphodynamic relationships compared with sand beaclies. 

The presence and dynamics of these features on a graded gravel beach may be as* 

much a function of the variable sediment characteristics as forcing hydrodynamics. 

(vi) It is currently not possible to accurately quantify granular attributes on a 

time-scale even close to morphological and hydrodynamic measurements, but this 

is required for the studĵ ^ of gravel beach morphodynamics to advance. 

(vii) Vai-ious authors have suggested that sediment properties exert some control over 

sirbsequeiit beach evolution. These claims have been almost whollj'- subjective and 

require not only detailed and dihgent verification by field measurements, but also 

emplacement ^athin the morphodynamic conceptual framework. 

(viii) The spatial segregation of sediments on gravel foreshores may draw more than 

physical resemblance to bedforms found on sandy beaches. Sorting patterns may 

be surrogates for bedforms, and further studies may uncover analogies for bedform 

attributes and the processes responsible. Sediments must be transported to invoke 

morphological change, so the development of spatial distribution of sedimentary 
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v'ariables as bedform surrogates ma}"" be phase-lagged to instantaneous 

sedimentation giadients 

(ix) Spatial heterogeneity of sediment pioperties can be thought of conceptually as 

both an expression and a control on gravel beach moiphodynaimcs, howevei, it has 

not thus fai been convincingly demonstrated that morphological change leaves a 

parameterisable sedimentoiogical tiace on beaches of any composition. 
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grannies with minor quantities of interstital coarse sand: up-to 80% is quartz flint and 

quartzite, with small amounts of rhyolite, felsite and granite [Mottershead, 1986: Job, 

1993]. This remaining 20% reflects the variable chff and catchment hthologies. The 

gravel which malces up the modern Slapton Sands extends to 200-400ni (increasing 

southwards) seawards of the low tide shoreline [Job, 1993], bej'ond which the Bay is 

composed primarily of medium-fine sands and muds rich in shell fragments [McManus, 

1975]. Sediment sizes present on the barrier fall in the l-64mm range, with most 

sediment between 2 and 16mm. For a gravel barrier in the UK, this is unusually well 

sorted and fine. The primary reason is that it is a closed sedimentai-y systeni, and 

presumably has been for some time. It is also probably because the barrier position has 

remained so steady, meaning that the gravels have been reworked by waves for more 

than 3000 years. There is httle published data on abrasion rates for marine flints, 

although Latham et al. [1998] concluded that it would take 2300 .years for a 90% 

reduction in volume for flints. It would therefore suggest that the sedimentary size range 

at Slapton was in the region 10-640mm some 2300 BP. Contemporary Slapton Saiids is 

graded both cross-shore and alongshore, although this is highly Variable. The thickness 

of the barrier deposits (Figure 3.3) varies between 5 and 11m, and in most places overlay 

bracldsh and marine muds [Chadwick et al., 2005]. The composition of gravels lain at 

depth are remarkably similar to modern day intertidal sediments in terms of shape, size 

and hthology [Kelland and Hails, 1972; Hails et al., 1975]. Central Slapton Sands is 

composed of some 11m depth of gravel, resting on marine muds whose surface lies at 

approximately -5m ODN [Mottershead, 1986]. It has been esimated that Slapton Sands 

has a total volume of 6.9 milhon cubic metres, some 69% of the total material comprising 

the beaches of Start Bay [Morey, 1983]. 

3.2 Wave & Tide Climates 

The tidal regime is semi-diurnal and macrotidal, with a mean spring tidal range of 4.6m 

at Start Point [Carr et al., 1982]. Tidal levels for Slapton Sands are detailed in Table 3.1. 

The directional wave field is bi-modal, dominated by south-westerly Atlantic swell, which 

is attenuated by the large expanses of shallow water in Lannacombe and Start Bays, 

reifracted by major headlands and subtidal shoals and banks [Holmes,- 1975]. Higher 
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eneigy waves geneiated ovei smailei fetches to the east are less frequent [Holmes, 1975] 

but can be significant geomorphological agents often causing a maiked reduction in 

beach volumes [Job, 1993, Chadwick et al 2005] This is perhaps due to the headlands 

at either end of Slapton Sands being sufficiently spaced, and the bairier has sufficient 

central curvatuic (indentation) to disallow significant sheltciing 'end effects' [eg Ktcin 

et a l . 2002] theiefore the beach is subject to some exposure The strongest wave eneigj'' 

is thought to be at south-central portion of the Bay at Beesands, because of lefiaction 

effects caused by Skeiiies Bank [Holmes, 1975] on easterly storm waves, howevei these 

conclusions aie at odds with HydiauhcsReseaicli [1991] which stated that northeasteily 

waves undergo minimal modification 

Thei,e has been little published work on the wave climate of Stait Bay, aside from the 

modelhng efforts of Holmes [1975], HydraulicsResearch [1991] and Chadwick et al 

[2005] The shorelines of gravel beaches such as Slapton aie commonly thought to be 

dominated by subharmonic energy [Wright and Short, 1984J and indeed subharmonic 

edge waves (a special case of reflected long wave trapped at the shoiehne, with a pei'iod 

exactly twice that of the incident waves), which are historically given special impoitance 

by gravel beach researcheis [e g Caitei and Orfoid, 1984, 1993, Sherman et a l , 1993], 

weie first identified in the field at Slapton [Huntley and Bowen, 1975a] Subharmonic 

edge waves are commonly associated with the formation of cusps [Wright and Shoit 

1984, Sherman et a l , 1993], whicli are geneially absent at Slapton Ai^tm [2005], 

through a scries of detailed field experiments at Slapton, showed that subhaimonic 

energy at the shoreline of subordinate importance to incident eneigj'̂ , thus challenging 

the commonly-held belief that subharmonic edge waves are an important component of 

the nearshore hydrodynamics of Slapton 

Tab. 3.1 Tidal levels, from BuH [J993J 

Level Elevation (m, O D N ) 

Once in 100 years tide level 3 15 
Higest astronomical tide 2 85 

Mean High Water Spimgs (MHWS) 22 
Mean High Water Neaps (MH\̂ ^S•) 1.0 

Piimarily for the purposes of Chapter 7, thiee pimcipal som'ces of secondaiy 

hydrodynamic data have been used (in addition to the nearshore wave data obtamed as 
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part of individual monitoring campaigns-see chapters 5 and 6). The first, and longest, 

record was that of Met. Office station 62103 Channel Lightship, part of .the U K Marine 

Automatic Weather Station .network. Wind speed (knots), wind direction (in degrees), 

significant wave height (ni) and mean wave period (s) data was available homdy since 

12th May 2003. Significant wave height (hereafter, H^) is defined as the average height of 

highest one thnd of waves in the measurement period. The second soui-ce of 

hydrodynamic data was the outputs firom the W A W W A T C H III (WW III) model 

[Tolman, 1991,- 2002g], a third generation wave model developed at NOAA (National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the United. States). This deep water 

(>15m) model outputs have been logged every 6 hours, from 19th January 2004, for a 

model node at Start Point at [50°Lat., r3.75°Long., Figure 3.4]. The data consist of wind 

speed (ms~ )̂ and direction (in degrees), Hg (m), T.,nean (s), Tpcak (s)i and wave direction 

(°N). The final hydrodynamic data source was an inshore Datawell M k l l l directional 

waverider buoy within Stai-t bay, in 10m water depth, located at approximately at 

[50.29''Lat., -3.61''Long., Figuire 3.4]. Data is telemetered bj;- radio Hnk to a nearsliore 

base station and then made available by the Channel Coastal Observatory (CCO). Data 

have been obtained every half hour, from 5th April 2007, consisting of (m); maximum 

wave height (H,naa;rui): peak wave period (Tpeafc -wave period at which the highest wave 

energy is centred, s); zero-crossing wave period (Tz, s); mean wave direction (direction of 

the waves of period Tpenfc in degrees, measured clockwise firom magnetic north): and 

wave spread (the distribution of energy around Tpeofc) in degrees. Low values indicate a 

uaiTow-banded sea and high values indicate a broad-banded sea). 

Daily weather records have been collected by staff at Slapton Ley Field Studies Centre 

shice the spring of 1960 [Ratsey, 1975; Burt and Horton, 2001]. A climatological station 

was designed and set up with the assistance of the Meteorological Office to measure a 

suite of rneteorological variables at 9am each day by a Met. Office trained individual. 

This station is located to the north east of the Field Centre at an altitude of 32m (Figure 

3.4) and is reasonably well exposed. Of primary interest to the present study, primaiily 

chapter 7, were records of temperature, wind speed and wind direction, as indicators of 

-storminess'. Annual means have been taken of daily weather records collected by FSC 

Slapton Ley, and these are charted in Figure 3.5. A linear least-squares fit through the 

wind speed data indicates a general decrease since 1960, and wind, directions have shifted 
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Fig. 3.4 Afap of Start Bay, with the positions of Slapton FSC metereologtcal station, CCO inshore 
wave buoy, and nodal point for WW HI model marked The two arrows indicate the two 
prevailing wave directions 
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slightly to the south and west. Temperatures and rainfall are increasing. 

1980 2000 
Year 

2020 1980 2000 
Year 

2020 
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1980 2000 
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2020 1980 2000 
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Fig. 3.5 Annual means in, clockwise from top left: max. and min. temperature, rainfall, wind 
direction, and wind speed. 

3.31 Contemporaxy Pressures & Management Issues 

It is, predicted that sea levels will be some 0.5m higher than today by the year 2100 

[IPCC, 2007], which will make extreme water levels more common, subject larger areas-to 

more frequent (and more damaging) coastal flooding, and= cause more frequent breaching 

and failure of coastal defences. Tide gauge measurements at Newlyn near Penzance in 

Cornwall show a 25cm rise in sea level since records began in 1915 [Gehrels, 2006], at a 

rate of 1.7mm/year [PSML, 2006]. The UK Glunate Impact Programme predictions for 

the southwest for the year 2080 under a low-emission scenario are a relative sea level rise 

of 16cm (revised to 20cm by Chadwick et al. [2005] to take into account local isostatic 

readjustments). The central shorehnes of Stai't Bay (Slapton Sands) experience perhaps 

the least wave energy, however it is here where the integrity of the barrier is perhaps 

most threatened, due to either an alongshore drift divergence [Chadwick et al., 0̂05] or 

because of the thinning,influence of barrier curvature. Pethick [2001] calculated that 
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cential Slapton Sands has suffered aveiage annual retreat of 0 8m/year between 1972 and 

1995 and that the bairiei is decieasing m width by 15in per centmy There is no 

evidence of contemporary sediment supply fiom offshoie to sustain the bariiers of Start 

Bay. although theie is likely to be a long-teim redistribution of sediment between 

indi^'idual bariiei systems For example, there is anecdotal and histoiical evidence for 

beaches at the extiemes of the bay (towaids Strete and towards South Hallsands) to be 

much nioie depleted or accreted than today, suggesting very long term beacli rotations 

Job [1993], foi example, suggests that the net littoral pathway was southwards m the 

nineteenth century, the opposite of today, pointing to the very healthy beaches at South 

Hallsands during this time Beach losses and crest cut back m the wmteis of 1995/6 and 

2000/1 suggest a negative sediment budget, but this lemains speculatory 

Figure 3 6 shows a map of Slapton from 1890 oveilain onto a modern aeiial 

photograph Recessions in low tide sliorehne are in evidence for the entire length of the 

baniei, and are marked onto this figure shaded in led This shorehne lecession wedge 

significantly thms northwards, and at least quahtatively, supports the figure of 15m 

shoiebne recession pei centuiy at Slapton, quoted by Pethick [2001], m lesponse to 

barrier rollover under increasing sea-levels Chadwick et al [2005], who earned out a 

shoiehue analysis for Slapton foi the years 1999 to 2002 using a longshore sediment 

transpoit and one-contour shorehne model, stated that shorehne clianges up to 45m 

could be possible at Slapton over a 4 year period Job [1993] notes that the 

accumulation of material towards the north may have been,a lelatively recent 

phenomenon, and that there is map evidence which suggests the during the nineteenth 

centuiy net diift may have been southerly (a theme elaborated upon m Chaptei 7) At 

the present time the subject is unceitain, a lot of the evidence being anecdotal A 

detailed histoiical analysis of shorehnes within Start Bay warrants fuither study 

Eleven cross-shoie lines have been suiveyed by the Field Studies Council, Slapton Ley, 

between 1972 and 2003 The intervals in time are irregular, however, foi eight of these 

profile lines a total of 32 suiveys were carried out m these 31 years, so data from these 

were deemed to have sufficient temporal resolution to carry out an analysis of shoreline 

positions thiough the past three decades The beaimgs of these profile lines lange 

between 100 and 120 degrees relative to magnetic noith, and the surveys were periormed 

using a dumpy level Tweiity-tliiee profiles from eight locations spaced approximately 
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and overtopped. As a result, an importaiit war memorial had to be resited, and a 250iii 

section of road re-built (indeed, set back) wliich prompted the closm-e of that road, a 

vital local transport route, for more than 3 months. As a direct result of the 

inconvenience caused by the storm, especially to road users, a local interest group called 

the 'Slapton Line Partnership' was formed comprised of local councils and conservation 

bodies to make a decision on the future of the area with specific reference to the road. 

The decision is not straight forward, since the barriers natural response-to storms and 

sea level rise is to transgress landwai-ds [Pethick, 2001; Orford, 2001]. In addition, both 

the barrier and its hinterland are nationally protected (SSSI, AONB, NNR, HC, GCRS) 

natural features [Barne et al., 1996]. In 2002 the Slaptoii Line Partnership commisonned 

Atkins consultancy to carry out a scoping study, and later Scott Wilson consultancy to 

carry out a detailed study on the future of the barrier [ScottWilsoii, 2004; Chadwick 

et si., 2005]. In 2007, another consultancy (Royal Haskoning) reported its findings from 

another major study into the possible consequences of coastal breaching and flooding for 

Slapton Sands. 

Eight cross-shore lines, spaced approxim^ately 300m alongshore between Torcfoss and 

Strete, which were surveyed before and after a major storm which hit the barrier on 

26-27th October 2004. The'surveys were carried out on the 26th and 28th October, and 

again after a spring-spring tidal cycle on the 12th November, using an electronic total 

station. This data set was used to study both the behaviom- of the beach in response to 

extreme storm conditions and the rates of its recovery, and also to draw comparisons 

between the changes measured fortnightly during 2006-2007 and the changes during a 

low-frequency, high-magnitude event. 

The data collected surrounding the October 2004 storm is a good example of the 

profile response from an unusuallj'- severe storm. The storm that hit Slapton on the 

27- 28th October 2004 consisted of a coincident south easterly gale (maximum offshore 

Hs in excess of 5.5iii) and high spring tide, resulting in a 0.75m storm surge, and 

overtopping waves. Gravel and debris deposited on the road immediately belmid the 

beach frontage, both of which were closed for a short time, although overall no 

significant damage was caused. The storm induced crestal cut back, beach head erosion, 

and a new steeper post-storm beach profile. The measured profile changes are 'the 

subject of Figure 3.8. The magnitude of chaiige during one storm event can be greater 
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than the net changes ovei an entne yeai, although the cioss-shoie location of change is 

ciucially diffeient, being confined to a nairower zone closer to tlie shoreline under normal 

wave conditions As well as significant eiosion (and some uppei beach accretion due to 

over-washmg). Figure 3 8 also shows that the beach can lecover very quiddy-the black 

dashed line rcpiesentmg the piofilc one spring tidal cycle after fhe stoim shows that the 

beach had regained a lot of mateiial after just two weeks of calm conditions 

Fig. 3.8 Profile change as a result of the October 2004 storm (vncreasmg northwards from the 
left to right of each row) Measured profiles from 26th October (solid lines, pnor to the 
storm); 28th Octobei (dotted, immediately aftei the storm), and 12th Nouembei (dashed^ 
after one spnng-spnng tidal cycle) 

These repoits have all highhghted the need foi (especially experimental/field woik 

based) medium-short term morphodjaiamic studies at Slapton Sands to complement a 

literature of more extensive and longei term geomoiphological history of Start Bay 

[PosfordDuvivier, 1998, Ortord, 2001, Pethick, 2001. Halcrow Group, 2002, ScottWilson, 

2004]. These leports highlight the uncertainties surrounding moiphological change and 
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3.41 Morphodynamics of Slapton Sands 

. Slapton Sands is an ideal, location for the scientific study of gravel beach 

.morphodynamics. It is a pm-e gravel beach with very minor quantities of (undesirable) 

sand (Chapter 2). Nearshore wave conditions are energetic enough to drive significant 

morphological chemge over all scales of interest (Chapter 1), and the beach experiences a 

large range of sea states over a given year. Profiles are strongly two-dimensional, arid 

so-called swash aligned. In addition, there is a long tradition of scientific studies at 

Slapton [Burt, 1994, for example Slapton Ley field studies centre have carried out 

discontinuous monitoring of vai-ious profile lines since 1972 [CheU, 2002], revealing the 

dynamic nature of profile adjustments], and renewed impetus into studying its dynamics 

iu recent years, in part reflected by an Argus camera system installed in July 2005, a 

directional waverider buoy instaUed by the Channel Coastal Observatory (CCO) in April 

2007, and recent initiation of a profile monitoring campaign by the CCO [Bradbury, 

2001]. Most important^, it is a beach perceived to be at risk, and knowledge of its 

dynamics is likely to inform management decisions made in the near futm-e. SCOPAC 

[2007] stated that a detailed sediment budget is required for Slaptoii Sands, as are a 

profile monitoring campaign and a detailed study of the beach's sedimentologj^ 

Sediment modification, loss or supply from in-situ -̂ veathering is thought to be 

negUgible. For example, chff- recession is slow: analysis of cliff weathering rates just to 

the west of Start Point [Mottershead, 1983, 1989, 1998, 2000] suggest that weathering 

products are removed by solution. Fluvial and aeohau transport are not contributing 

significantly to the nearshore httoral sediment budget. Contemporary offshore and beach 

mming is absent, and the only beach replenishment that has taken place at Slapton 

Sands was the one-off creation of four 'bastions' in the centred portion above MHWS in 

2002 using material from Strete in the north. Hard artificial coastal structm-es are 

hmited to Torcross, and impact minimally on the dynamics of the beach. 

There, are a handful of coastal process studies which have been carried out at Slapton 

and the remaindihg paragraphs of this chapter is devoted to briefly summarising their 

findings. In a sediment transport study, Cari: [1974] provided e-vddence that relatively 

smaU pebbles travelled the maximum alongshore distances, in contrast with similar 

studies on Chesil Beach, Dorset, attributed to the phenomenon of overpassing [see 
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Chaptei' 2, and Cair, 1971] Cair [1974] and Gleason et al [1975] report tiacer 

measurements indicating a weak net iioitheily drift PosfoidDuviviei [1998] calculated a 

net northward alongshore transport rate at Slapton of 61.500m* /̂yeai, although these 

results were calculated using a sediment transport model whicli has not been validated 

foi gravel sized sediment, prompting Chadwick et al [2005] to re-evaluate alongshore 

tiansport direction and rates using the formula of Van Wellen et al [2000] which had 

been validated for coarse grains They also tound net northwards movement foi 

1999-2002, 111 the region 25 000-75 000 m'̂ /yeai In a cioss shoie sediment trapping 

study Austin and Masseliiik [2006a] found that even low eneigy swash transpoited 

significant sediment volumes (up to 20 kg per unit metre beachface) As yet, no 

statistically significant coirelations have been tound between net sediment drift (as 

determined from tracer expeiiments) and wave parameters [Gleason et a l , 1975, Carr 

et a l . 1982]. Cair [1974] and Gleason et al. [1975] both leport that Slapton is generally 

graded alongshoie, fining northwards, but also that reversals m grading can occur over 

the shoit term Indeed, Job [1993] aigiies that Slapton coarsens noithwards No studies 

have been able to shed light on whether the sediment budget foi the beach as a whole is 

in balance. 

Austm and Ma.sselink [2006a] noted Uighly \ariable spectral widths, indicative of a 

highly variable wave field composition Huntley and Bowen (1975) concluded that 

secondary wave generation associated with reflection may be significant, although Austin 

[2005] downplayed the significance of these standing wave forms Both Austin and 

Masselink [20066] and Horn and Li [2006] repoit measuiements of groundwater responses 

to swash flows, concluding that gioundwater dynamics were important factors in 

observed morphological changes Austin and Masselink [2006 a] found that the active 

beachface m the centre of Slaptoii Sands was leflcctive, with a mean slope of tan/3=0.2 

and a mean grain size of approximately 6mm. moderately to well sorted, echoing Gleason 

et al [1975], who also noted the limited extent of a stoim beach, indicative of frequent 

inundation of the back beach, as well as a hmited range m available gram sizes 
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3.5 Summary 

Slapton Sands is, despite its name,,a pure gi'avel barrier beacli thought to have been 

formed by Holocene marine transgi'ession and to have remained in approximately the 

same position for 2-3000 years. It is well sorted and gi-aded both cross shore and 

longshore, although this is highly variable. It is distinctly two-dimensional, however 

morphological changes can be substantial .over several time scales of interest. It is 

unknown whether the beach has a positive or negative sediment budget, and the extent 

to which material is exclianged bet̂ î reen neai-shore and offshore under a range of 

conditions. It is possible beach rotation, and exchange between itself and neighboming 

beaches within Start Bay, occurs on decadal to centennial time scales. The local 

hydrodynamics are poorly documented, however it is clear that wave fields arc strongly 

bimodal with respect to direction, and highly variable over an average year. Due to a 

long term landwai-ds trausgressipn and an apparent accelerated rate in sea level rise, 

Slapton Sands is considered under threat from breaching and overtopping, although the 

effects of storms on the barrier are poorly studied, and depends critically on the abihty 

of the system to maintain a sediment supply. The local' importance of the beach cannot 

be understated. Slapton Sands is an ideal location for the study of gi'avel beach 

morphodynamics primarily because it is relatively devoid of human interference, and it 

contains barely significant quantities of sand. 
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.SEDIMENTOLOGICAL INFORKIATION FROM THE 

PROPERTIES OF DIGITAL IMAGES OF SEDIMENT 

The least movement is of importance to all nature The entiie ocean is affected by a pebble 

Blaise Pascal (1623-1662). Rrench Scientist & Philosopher 

4.1 Chaptei Suminaj-y 

The autocoiielation technique for estimating gram-size from digital images of sand beds 

has been extended and vahdated for use on coaise sand (0 7mm) and gravel (up to 

^20mm). A number of aspects of the technique have been exploied and some potential 

improvements suggested Autocorrelation is just one suitable statistical method sensitive 

to the giain-size of sediment in digital images, four additional techmques aie presented 

and then relative merits discussed A collective suite of techniques applicable to the 

geneial pioblem of giain-size estimation from digital images of sediment might broaden 

the apphcability to more sedimentarĵ  environments, as well as improve its accuracy 

These are compared using a laige data set from a gravel bariiei beach m southern 

England Based on over 180 samples, mean giain-size of sieved and imaged sediments 

correspond to within between 8 and 16% Some theoretical aspects of the spatial 

arrangement of image intensity m digital images of natural sediments aie addiessed, 

includmg the fractal nature of sediments in images, which has potential implications for 

deiivation of giam-size distributions from images of sand-sized mateiial through 

segmentation and thiesholdmg These may also find application in further uncovering the 
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geometric structure of these beds, as well as in the simulation of sedimentation processes. 

A new technique to estimate the grain-size distribution from a digital image of 

sediment is proposed, advancing the applicability of a suite of sedimentary 

'look-up-catalogue' approaches originated by Rubin [2004]. The outputs of an automated 

procedm-e to estimate the grain-size distribution fi-om digital images of sediment ai-e 

examined with reference to the distributions obtained from manually sieving the 

correspondiag sediment samples. Measures of grain-size obtained from the imaging 

procedure correlate very well with gi-ain-size measures derived from the mass-frequency 

ciirve. Using the new distribution estimation technique, more reahstic distributions are 

obtained than previous methods. The shape is not always mimicked exactly, however the 

percentiles obtained fr-om the cumulative distribution conipai-e well with those from 

sieved distributions, which allow for the fir-st time computation of sorting and skewness 

which arc accurate reflections of those measures obtained for sieved samples. Thus for 

the first time, it has been demonstrated that an automated technique based on the 

statistical properties of digital images of sediment is able to provide a reahstic grain-size 

distribution. A realistic Grain Size Distribution (GSD) allows accurate estimates of GSD 

percentiles, which in turn allows the gi-aphical parameters for sorting, skewness and 

km-tosis to be calculated. The values obtained for sorting and skewness were reasonable, 

which broadens the appUcabiUty of rapid, remote and automated quantification sand and 

gravel sediment for use in sediment trend and transport modeUing, .and detailed studies 

into spatial and temporal sedimentation in a number of sedimentary environments. 

Indeed,'it is now possible to measure grain-size nearly in real time in the field and in 

the laboratory, enabling enormous spatial and temporal coverage and resolution. Data 

collection can be very cheaply set up so as to be almost fully automated, and continuous. 

High resolution grain-size information may thus allow a new generation of sediment 

transport and morphological models with time-varying grain-size and associated/derived 

pai-ameters, including temporally and spatiallj' updatable shear stresses, friction, 

porosity, and transport efiiciency terms. Work such as this promises to revolutionise field 

and laboratory studies where gi-ain-size, and spatial/temporal variations of grain-size, 

respond or reflect the close kinematic couphng between bed composition and flow fields, 

which in turn drive both further changes in flows, and changes in landforms [Rubin and 

Topping, 2001; Gallagher et al., 2003]. 
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4 2 Dnveis foi Reseaidi & Intioduction 

Gram-size information from natural environments is traditionally obtained using 

methods such as sieving laser difcfi action, and sctthng The slow and labour-intensive 

nature of these methodologies has hunted the spatial and temporal resolution with which 

one can collect grain-size data, which in turn has hindeied our detailed understanding of 

sediment transport and geoiiioiphological change Indeed, studies of system dynamics, 

where gram-size is considered an impoitant parameter are fundamentally hmited by the 

difhcultj'̂  of samphng for sedmient at the requued fiequency One additional 

disadvantage is that sediment must be manually sampled, therefoie physically removed 

from the environment undei scrutiny, potentially altering subsequent system 

development Only lemote sensing methods can measure grain-size at a lesolution 

comparable to measurements of hydiauhc, hydiodynamic and 

moipliological/topographical conditions 

(a) Typical cross-secljon through fine and coarse sediment 
30 

(b)2miti Sediment 500x500 pixels 

-40 

J^^5|nm-r<v '^ :v ' rX ' 

(c) 16nim Sediment 500x500 pixels 

150 

50 

0 ZOO 400 600 80O 1000 
Pixel 

Fig. 4.1 The nature of intensity variations m images of sediment cross sectional profile through 
images of 2mm and 16mm sediment (panel a, sohd and dashed line respectively), and 
magmfihd portions of the same images, with scale (panels b and c) 

The problem of deriving sediment size information from digital images of sediment has 

been approached using two diffeient families of techniques The fiist is based on edge 

detection and image segmentation principles [Butlei et a l , 2001; Sime and Feiguson, 

2003, Graham et a l , 2005] Such techniques rely on marked image-intensity contiasts 
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between grains and gaps between gi-ains (interstices), maldng thresholding possible to 

discriminate grains fi-om the backgi-ound intensity levels [Sime and Ferguson, 2003], to 

discern individual grains. These methods are thus far only suitable for instances where 

the overlapping of individual gi-ains, or the apparent coalescence of adjacent grains due 

to indistinguishable similarities in colour and texture, are neghgible. Such images ai-e 

much more likely to be found in the larger sedimentary fractions, such as coarse gravels, 

cobbles and boulders, or surfaces composed of sand/clay and gravel mixtures, where one 

is able to apply thresholds to remove entire classes of grains. Images of coai-se sands and 

fine sands are comprised of complicated objects that are difficult to segment: they have a 

much gi-eater number of indi-vidual grains per image- (Figure 4.1, b and c) so the 

potential for errors associated with gi-ain overlap and grain coalescence, which have the 

effect of making the collections of grains appear lai-ger than they reaUy are, is significant. 

The second approach is to treat grains Avithin an image not as individual objects, but 

as a collection of 'textm-es'. With reference to Figure 4.1, sediments of varying sizes have 

recognisably different textures, for exjmiple the spatial arrangement of greyscale 

intensities is much more vai-iable in images of smaller sediment (Figure 4.1). In such 

cases, accurate gi-ain-size information of natural, sediment surfaces may be derived 

through the statistical properties of those images, based on the notion that intensity 

values in any cross-section of digital images of sediment (Figure 4.1) are more similar 

over space in coarse sediments than in fine. Rubin [2004] showed that the 

autocorrelation function, used as a measure of two dimensional spatial (in-) dependence, 

could be sensitive to the size of grains within images of sand, and thus, given careful 

Oalibration, could be used to derive a rapid, yet accurate, measure of sediment size. This 

malces it possible to use remote sensing, to measure grain-size nearly in real time in the 

field and in the laboratory, enabhng enormous spatial and temporal coverage and 

resolution [Gallagher and McMahan, 2006; Rubin et al., 2006; Mustain et al., 2007; 

Ruggiero et al., 2007]. Data collection can be very cheaply set up so as to be almost fully 

automated, and continuous. Work such as this promises to revolutionize field and 

laboratory studies where grain-size respond or reflect the close kinematic couphng 

between bed composition and flow fields, which in turn could drive both further changes 

in flows, and changes in landforms .[e.g. Rubin and Topping, 2001; Gallagher and 

McMahan, 2006]. High resolution grain-size information may thus allow a new 
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generation of sediment transport and morpliological models with time-varying gram-size 

and associated/derived parameters, including temporally and spatially updatable shear 

stresses, friction poiosity, and transport efRciency teims. 

The purpose of this cliapter is to develop and validate a methodology which will give 

lehable and rapid estimates of giam-size distributions hom digital images of sediment 

beds, using rehable and inexpensive methods The piesent study lelies on the iiumeiical 

and computational methods employed foi the estimation of giain-size distribution 

parameteis to be soimd, for although the piesent work does not solely rely on automated 

giain-size analysis using cameias, it does to a large extent The objectives are therefoie 

tluee-fold 

To develop and test a suite of statistical routines foi giam-size estimation on use on 

coaise sand and giavel sized sediment 

To improve upon and validate existing algorithms for gram-size distiibution estimation, 

To explore the suite of techniques employed here m older to give them a soundei 

theoietical basis and make them more bioadly applicable 

This contiibution extends the statistical approach of Rubm [2004] m two ways Fustly, 

by designing and validating a field image-collection methodology'- for use with 

giavel-sized sediment Secondly, and more importantly, the general problem of obtaining 

an estimate of giam-size from an image of sand/gravel is put on a former theoretical 

basis by extending the theoretical/algorithmic work of Rubin (2004) 

After a detailed introduction to the general problem of obtaining an estimate of 

gram-size fiom a digital image of sediment, teimed 'look-up cataloguing' (LUC), fom 

new numeucal methods are introduced, three of which aie prompted by the suggestion 

that the two-dimensional (Fast) Fouuei tiansform (heieafter referred to as 2D-FFT) 

may be a viable alternative to the spatial autocorrelation loutme to derive giam-size 

information from digital images of natural mixed beds [Rubin, 2004 p 160] The 

2D-FFT algorithm has been applied to images for derivation of \'ariograms, power 

spectra and fractal dimensions The fourth numerical procedme is an autoregiessive 

model, which quantifies serial coiielation and thus is m the same family of methods as 

the autocorrelation fimction It is found that sunilar results aie achieved using a number 
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of different numerical techniques. Some example research applications are presented fi'om 

a gravel beach, and the relative merits of different methods to obtain grain-size from 

images of sediment are evaluated. Theoretical considerations of the L U C approach, as 

well as the use of both statistical and segmentation methods in practice, are discussed 

before conclusions are drawn. 

Several techniques have been utilised because they allow the na-tm-e of spatial 

variability of grey-level intensities within images of sediment to be explored theoretically. 

They may therefore provide a starting point to the rapid, automated and quantitative 

description of additioned sedimentological traits such as gi-ain orientation, shape, sorting, 

biniodality and mineralogj', which should be possible using the techniques presented in 

this paper for sizing. In addition, the use of these teclmiques may be useful in artificially 

modelHng grain surfaces for use in sediment transport simulations and elsewhere. 

Researchers working in a wide range of environments ai-e more accustomed to certain 

teclmiques than others, so the adoption of statistical sedimentological techniques is 

facilitated by exploring and suggesting a range of acceptable alternatives. Finally, since 

at present the primary advantage of L U C methods for sediment size is sample processing 

speed, a number of methods have been suggested who's speed or accuracy may depend 

on the softwai-e or (high-level) programming language used. 

4.31 The principles of Sedimentary 'Look up cataloguing' 

A standard red-gi'eeii-blue (RGB) digital image is transformed into a 'greyscale' 

(intensity) image by elimhiating the hue and satm-ation information, while retaining the 

luminance. The resulting two dimensional matrix is composed of 8 bit values which score 

shades of grey (intensity) in the'visible spectrum on a 0:255 point scale. Figure 4.1 

demonstrates the nature of veiriations in intensify bet\veen relatively fine and relatively 

coarse sedinients. There are algorithms which are sensitive to either the serial correlation 

of numerical values represented by such images,, or the nature of 'texture' within the 

images (i.e. statistical properties which tell us something about the two-dimensional 

distribution of grey levels within an image). 

The numerical technique should operate on the information within the entire image or 

a lai-ge proportion of the image (two dimensions), not a single pixel line, to retain the 
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-desired-spatial-aiiangement-of intensity within the image This technique quantifies the 

size mfoimation obtained within the sediment image Calibration images are taken of 

sediments which have been sieved into a numbei of size fractions, and the chosen 

numeiical pioceduie is applied to each image to build up the catalogue The numbei of 

observations must equal the number of obser\'ations m the calibration catalogue, so the 

calibration catalogue will consist of n obseivatioiis multiplied by m cahbration sizes 

The procedure then involves 'looking up' the elements of the sample in the caHbiation 

catalogue and, based upon then location, returning output values mteipolated within 

the elements of the catalogue The catalogue becomes a look up table', a data stiuctuie 

used to find solutions based on several pre-computed solutions This general procedure 

may be teimed sedimentary iook up cataloguing' (LUC) Note that the use of several 

caiibiation catalogues is likely to enhance the accuracy of the estimated sizes these 

calibration images must be based on sediment sizes deiived from sieving, and not the 

outputs of pievious L U C application to images of sediment to avoid propagation eriors. 

The caiibiation catalogue used may be similar to the (much simplified) table below, 

which contains typical values associated with the autocoiielation method 

sample 

0 9938 

0 9911 

0 9770 

0 9586 

0 9448 

0 9111 

0 8956 

0 8743 

0 8632 

0 8477 

40m TTi 

f 0 9966 

0 9889 

0 9786 

0 9666 

0 9537 

0 0403 

0 9269 

0 9136 

0 9005 

0 8876 

20mm 

0 9953 

0 9843 

0 9691 

0 9511 

0 9314 

0 9108 

0 8901 

0 8692 

0 8486 

0 8283 

10mm 

0 9958 

0 9859 

0 9720 

0 9546 

0 9338 

0 9106 

0 8854 

0S590 

0 8319 

0 8044 

5mm 

0 9950 

0 9826 

0 9642 

0 9409 

0 9136 

0 8S33 

0S513 

0 8182 

0 7S49 

0 7517 

m caUbrahonstzes 

nlags y y 

The values highlighted in bold are those in the calibration (within brackets) which 

most closely match the sample (on the left) at every lag. so this simple example would 

have a grain-size array oi X = [5,40,40,40,40,20,20,20,20,20] with mean value 26 5mm 

(note that m leality several more lags, and several moie calibration sizes would be 

required, as would mterpolation between sizes as explained below) 
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wildly inaccurate using these distribution estimation methods. 

Sediment Size (mm) Sediment Size (mm) 

Fig. 4.3 A Comparison of GSDs and cumulative GSDs obtained from sieving (solid line), and 
imaging the same sample (Figure 4-2). Dotted lines indicate the GSD derived using a 
linear least-squares and histogram approach; and dashed lines indicate the distribution 
.obtained from a linear least-squares with non-negativity constraints approach. Horizontal 
lines indicate commonly used percentiles (10, 25, 50, 75 and 90). 

A very different class of approach is to ai-rive at the vector solution X using a 

least-squai-es approach, then to use X to compute a smooth probability density function 

(PDF) using a non-parametric kernel density estimation-routine (otherwise Imown as.a 

Parzen method), which takes the form: 

with kernel F, bandwidth B, and number of points N. The centre of the kernel is placed 

over every data point, and the influence of the datum is spread about its neighbourhood, 

depending on the shape of the kernel. The contribution of each datum is then summed 

to an overall estimate, thus removing the dependence on the end points of the bins. The 

kernel can take on several forms (similar to wavelets or digital filters). The bandwidth 

(or 'scaling factor') controls how far the probability mass is spread around a datum, 

thereby controlling the smoothness of the probability density estimate. In other words, 

replace each obser-vation by a copy of the function V, shifted so that it is centred at ij, 

and scaled by a factor B. Kernel estimation is conducted usiiig non-negativity 

constraints by provided a bounded support where only positive values can be recorded. 
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A lot of research has focussed on the optimal value for the bandwidth paiametei 

[Sheathei and Jones. 1991] since the quality of a kernel estimate generally depends less 

on the shape of the F than on the value of its bandwidth In numerical trials it was 

found that the 'generalised cross entropy (GCE)' method of Botev [2006] to be most 

lehable, closely followed by the (computationally much simpler) 'rule-of-tliumb" formula 

suggested by Bowman andAzzalini [1997] 

a , (4 3) 

where ax is the standaid deviation of the histogram of X IVials using diffeient kernels 

on sample images in this study deemed a 'noimal' or Gaussian' kernel to be suitable, 

given by [Bowman and Azzalini, 1997]. given by 

r (0 = - ^ e x p - V 2 4 (4 4) 

A iion-paiametric appioach such as this is important because lestiicting an estimator 

to a ceitain parametric family can potentially miss significant featuies in the data Thus, 

a kernel density estimate can be more effective than a parametric ciuve fit when the 

distribution is multimodal The distiibution estimated by the keinel density method may 

be seen m Figuie 4 4 (dashed line) with reference to the sieved sample (solid line) The 

shapes closely agree, as do the percentiles in the cumulative distiibution Accordingly, 

the derived parameters from the distribution estimated by the kernel method are m 

better agreement with those deiived fiom the sieved distribution, as detailed in Table 

4 1, which shades the value m closest agieement with the actual value foi each 

paiametei On this occasion, the kernel method performs bettei foi size, soitmg and 

kmtosis (but not foi skewness, because it underestimates the coarse tail) Note that this 

sample was chosen at random some fits die consideiably better than this, and otheis 

marginally worse (see Figme 4.14 for a comparison of all samples used m this study) 

4 41 Autoregressive Techniques 

The autocorrelation fimction (r), and the Yule-Walker A R model (70), may be classified 

broadly as 'autoiegiessive' statistics. This class of statistic is designed to uncover the 

natm-e and extent of serial correlation in data, or the tendency for successive values to be 
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Sediment Size (mm) Sediment Size (mm) 

Fig; 4.4 A Comparison of GSDs and cumulative GSDs obtained from sieving (solid line), and 
imaging the same sample (Figure 4-2)'. Dashed lines indicate the distribution obtained 
using a kernel density estimation approach on the linear least-squares solution vector. 
Horizontal lines indicate commonly used percentiles (10, 25, 50, 75 and 90). 

Tab. 4.1 The parameters obtained from the sieving and imaging of the sample in Figure 4-2. Dong 
denotes the sieved GSD; Dunonneg denotes the least-squares with non-negativity GSD; 
As denotes the least-squares GSD; and Dkd denotes the GSD obtained using the kernel 
density method. Shaded values represent those closest to reality (i.e. Dorig) 

Parameter D M 

D5(?7im) ' 

Dao(mm) 

1.64 

2.15 

1.41 2.39 

3.36 2.331 • 

D5(?7im) ' 

Dao(mm) 

1.64 

2.15 • 2.046 • 

2.39 

3.36 2.331 • 

Di6(7nm) 2.39 2;07 •3.45 
D25(mm) 2.793 2.331 • 3.825 

D50 (mm.) 4.91 3.398 4.53 

D75'(mm) 6.24 7.775 • 5.32 I 5.07 

DsdC'nm) . 7.60 13.77 5.69 

D90 (mm) 8.90 14.6 6.09 

D95(m?7l) 10.1 15.26 6.22 EEEI 
D9o/Z?lO 2.9 3.79 1.58 

D75/i?25 2.23 3.33 1.39 

Dgo — JDIO (mm) 4.09 5.72 1.95 

P 7 5 - D2a{mm) 3.45 5.44 1.49 

Graphical sorting^ 

Graphical skewness^ 

Graphical km-tosis^ 

0.569 

0.2948 

0.598 

0.4350 0.7634 

-0.2178 

0.1293 

iiTtVJ 

-0.0642 

VIM 

Graphical sorting^ 

Graphical skewness^ 

Graphical km-tosis^ 

0.569 

0.2948 

0.598 

• 0.192 • 

0.7634 

-0.2178 

0.1293 

iiTtVJ 

-0.0642 

VIM 

Graphical sorting^ 

Graphical skewness^ 

Graphical km-tosis^ 

0.569 

0.2948 

0.598 1.1686 

0.7634 

-0.2178 

0.1293 

iiTtVJ 

-0.0642 

VIM 
Folk and Ward [1957] graphical measures, 1 = (̂ $4 — 0i6)/4 + (fe.— 05)/6.6; 

2= (016 + 4>&i) - 2(.̂ 5o)/2(</>84 - he) + {4>5 + M - 2(05o)/2(^95 - 4>5)\ 

3={4>os - <̂ 5)/(2.44(.̂ 75 - fe)) 
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similar 

Kent et al [2006] define spatial autocorrelation r as the tendency for random 

Arariables to co-vary as a function of their locations m space." Positive spatial 

auto con elation is the tendency for objects closer togethei to be more similar than 

objects fuithei apart Taking image intensity as a landom (spatial) variable, the extent 

to which information within images is independent may be quantified using an 

autocorrelation function. If values sepaiated by a lag of I aie similar, the array will have 

an autocoi relation coefficient r --^ 1. sigiiifjdng serial dependence/coiielation (Figure 

4 5) If 1 —> 0, the sequence is laudom or serially uncoirelated, and if the signal is 

peuodic, so will the autocoi relation function be if the signal s peiiod is covered by the 

numbei of lags ovei which the function is computed For images of natural beds, pixel 

patches covering largei giams aie more similar for a longei distance than pixel patches 

covering smaller grains The spatial autocorielation between an image and a copy at 

offset is given by [Davis, 1986] 

wheie T{XT) and I{yi) are the greyscale intensities of each individual pixel m the 

coiresponding positions m the two images, and and I{y) are the mean intensities 

Spatial autocorrelation as a function of inciemeiital offset distance (lag) pioduces a 

cuive a corielogram If the coirelogram slope is lelatively shallow, there is more 

similarity between consecutive values (Figure 4 5, panels a and b) Rubm [2004] s method 

foi calculation oi the autocorrelation sequence was used with a modification being one 

pie-processmg step which rescales the image values to He between 0 and 100 (rathei than 

0 and 255) and lound these values to the nearest mtegei This was found to enhance the 

differentiation bctiA'cen sizes by removing some short-wavelength noise m the images 

thus removing the tendency for the correlogram to fluctuate around zero at larger offsets 

The Portmanteau statistic (also called the Q or Box-Pieice test) is a test for higher 

order seiial coirelatioii in lesiduals from a regression [Brockwell and Davis, n d ], and is 

conventionally used to separate homoscedastic from heteroscedastic signals by testing for 

autocorrelation m the residuals fiom that regression The legiession is a 'self legression' 

of localised values in a sequence, testing the ability to piedict the next few values in that 

r = 
[E{IM-m)iHy^)-m)] (4 5) 
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(a) Correlograms for various sized sediment (b) r coefficient at 10 and 50 pixel lags 
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Fig. 4.5 The autocon-elation (r) technique. Panel a (left)-correlograms for various sized sed
iments; panel b (right)-r coefficients associated with the t(f'^ and.SCf''^ lags of the 
correlogram, for different sediment sizes. 

sequence. The residuals are the discrepancies between those mines and the prediction, 

and instead of testing at each discrete lag, it tests over a number of lags (Figure 4.6). 

The statistic is given by: 

. QLB = (4.6) 

where r~{l) is the squared autocorrelation coefficient at lag I (the coefficient is squared so 

the negative and positives do not cancel each other out), L is the rnimber of lags (defined 

bj'̂  the operator), and N is the sample size (number of pixels within the image). This 

definition is the standard Box-Pierce [Box and Pierce, 1970] test with the Ljung-Box 

[Ljung and Box, 1978] correction which adjusts the statistic by its asymptotic variance, 

bjipassing problems associated with (potentially) small sample size. QLB at lags 1:L 

gives a sequence which increases in value as residuals iii the input series become more 

independent, until a sill is reached where increasing l^g does not produce a 

commensurate increase in independence (Figme 4.6). Here, the statistic is not used in its 

classical 'hypothesis testing' sense, rather as a signal generator which is sensitive to the 

degree of serial correlation in an image. If one takes the first derivative of an image, and 

vectorise it (stack successive columns of the image on top of one another to form an 
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array), it becomes suitable for analysis using the Portmanteau statistic The fiist 

deii%ative is a pioxy of the fiequency of the image s singularity fronts, where the latgest 

changes m intensity occur [Grazzmi et a l , 2007], i e at grain boundaries, thus enhancing 

the diffeiences between the grams and gaps Because the method tests foi higher-order 

seiial correlation, it icqnncs far fewei offset lags than autocori elation, thus aidmg 

computational efficiency Trials shoT;\ed that the natuial logarithm of sample size is an 

appropriate lag with which to calculate the Portmanteau sequence {QLB), SO for the 

subaeriai images used in this study of dimensions 2048 x 1536, i=log(2048 x 1536)=15 

xlO* 

(a) Porlmanlesu Sequences 
for vanous sized sediment 
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Fig. 4.6 PortinanteaiL technique Panel a (left)-portmanteau sequences foi various sized sedi

ments, and panel b (nght)-Q coefficient at 1 and 5 puel lags, as a function of sediment 

size 

The Portmanteau sequence {QLB) may be interpreted as the degree to which values in 

any moving window can explain successive values beyond that window This al>ility 

scoies relatively low, is enhanced m highlj'̂  autocoirelated signals, and theielore is typical 

of largei sediments (Figure 4 6) Theie is a strong linear relationship between values at 

sequence lag and sediment size (Figure 4 6). 

The evolution of an autoregressive (AR) process can be described by a weighted sum 

of its pre\ious values and a (white noise) error term Foiecastmg is possible since at any 

point the value is hnearly 'regiessed' on previous values of itself to locally piedict the 

next few values in the sequence jBrockweH and Davis, n d ] The size of that moving 
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window depends on the order of the model. The general form of an A R model is': 

Yt = 6AR + (piYt-i + ip2Yt-2 + ... + ifoYt-o + At (4.7) 

where Yt is the time or spatial series, At is white noise, ipo are the autoregi'essive 

coefficients, and 5J\R = (1 — Y!i=\'Pi)l^Y, with /ly as the mean and o as the (user 

defined) model order [BrockweU and Davis, n.d.]. 

(a) Yule-Walker (AR) log spectral (b) spectral density at 

Normalised Angular Frequency (radians, 8) Sediment size (mm) 

Fig. 4.7 The AR-PSD technique. Panel a (left)-power spectral densities, in units of image 
intensity-squared per normalised angular frequency in radians (normalised so it sums 
to unity), for various sized sediments, calculated using an AR-model (jo), order 20. The 
sediment takes the general form 0'"^, shown as a heavy line; panel b (right)-spectral 
density associated with the and Stf^ freqencies, for different sediment sizes. 

Power spectral density (PSD) is estimated using the Yule-Walker method, which, using 

a moving wmdow, fits an autoregi-essive model to each successive portion of signal by 

minimising errors associated with extrapolation (in a simple least-squares sense: 

[Priestly, 1994]). The natural log transform of the PSD is sensitive to the size of grains 

in digital images (Figure 4.7). The Yule-Walker equation can be expressed as: 

. o 

7o = E ^ki-y-i + a\ + 5o- (4.8) 

where ry is the autocorrelation function of the input signal, (pi are the autoregressive 

coefficients, a A is the standard deviation of the input error (noise), 5o is the Kronecker 

delta fuiiction, and .where o is the (user defored) order of the model, at any point 
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dictating how many previous \'alues liave an effect on the legiession from the curient 

window of values [Box and Jenkins, 1976] Since tlie last part of the equation is > 0 only 

when 0=0, the Yule-Walker equation is usually solved as y-\-l simultaneous equations of 

the form [Priestly, 1994] 

-71 

-72 

70 71 

71 70 

ly-l ^1 

7y-2 V2 

\ { \ 
^1 

H>1 

\ -Iv) \ 7>/-i "̂ y-S 70 -Py J \9y J 

The Yule-Walker model is used as a paiametric spectial estimation method, solved 

using Levmson-Durbin lecursion [Kay 1998] instead of a peiiodogram (calculated using 

a Fouiier transform, thus decomposing the data mto a legular trigonometrical series) 

because it produces a smoother power spectral density, and because ordei specification 

allows gieatei computational flexibility In this study, the older ot the autoregiessive 

model used for images of natural sediments is o=20 The spectral density units are the 

squared magnitude of the frequency response of this model oidei [Kay, 1998] 

The A R model (70) signature may be interpreted thus foi images of natural 

sediments, pixel patclies covering largei giams ai'e more similar foi a longer distance 

than pixel patches covering smaller giains, therefore power spectial density for any given 

frequency will generally be higher for images of smaller sediment, because there is more 

variance associated with that fr-equency (Figure 4 7) There is a strong con elation 

between peicentiles of power spectral slope and sediment size (Figuie 4 7) 

442 2D-FT Techniques 

'Textuie' may be thought of as repetition of a basic stiuctural pattern. In image 

processing these repetitiw basic elements are Imown as 'texels'. and it has been shown 

that 'texture' may be quantified statistically by using frequency transfotms [Tliceryan 

and Jain, 1998] These uncovei the nature and separation of repeating patterns and 

texture within that image, represented in a space whose coordinate system has an 

interpietation closely related to cliaracteristics of texture Because the contents of the 

entire image are mapped as eneigies at all frequencies and orientations, angular and 
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radial bins in tlie Fourier domain detect and characterise image texture directionality 

and the rapidity of fluctuation [Davis, 1986]. Operating in the non-spatial domain, each 

Fourier coefficient depends on all pixel locations, thus enhancing the computational 

efRciency (without compromising the vahdity) of traditionally spatial operations such as 

the calculation of the variogram. In images of natural sediments, textural patterns ai'e 

scale-dependent phenomena, requiring appropriate statistical techniques such as fractals. 

The type of Fourier transform applied on the images hi this study is for an aperiodic, 

discrete signal, with a continuous spectrum given by the Fourier parr: 

CO o o 

^ F{U,V)^ J2 E /[a;,y]exp-J-'^(^-^<'+^'«^'') (4.9) 
a ; = — o o y = — o o 

Hx,y] = - ^ f I F(t/.V-)exp '̂2'̂ (̂ -= "̂+ '̂'''") (4.10) 
UV Jo Jo 

where and yo are intervals in space between signal in the x and y directions. U and V 

axe reciprocals of Xg and yo {U = 1/xo and V = l/yo) and represent both sample rates in 

2 durections, and also the period of the spectrum F {U, V). 

Semivariance is a measure of squared difference in DN (intensity) value between a pair 

of pixels located at a distance or lag, given by the classic equation in the spatial domain 

[Davis, 1986]: 

[E{iIix) + h),Jixi)f] 
7(h) = -t i (4.11) 

2 

where the numerator is the mathematical expectation E of the quadratic increments of • 

pixel pair {{I{x + h))^, I{xi)} values separated by distance h, a vectorial function which 

vai'ies with the modulus and angle of h between pixels I(x -\- h) and /(x) [Gringai-ten 

and Deutsch, 2001]. Image detrending is a necessaiy pre-operation. Semivariance (7) can 

be thought of as related to an inverse measure of spatial autocorrelation at specified 

location vector, at a certain lag in a given dnection. A plot of semivariance (7) as a' 

function of lag distance is called a (semi-) variogi-aiii (Figure 4.8). The variogi-am has 

been used by researchers, for example, in the field of remote sensing to characterise 

textural properties of satellite imagery [Lark, 1996; Cliica Oliiio and Abarca Hernandez, 

2000]. The use of the vaiiogram for use on images of sediment is valid with respect to 

Tobler's Law [Kent et al., 2006] because the correlogram is positive for all lag distances. 
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Semivariance magnitude is binned at all fiequencies and orientations The i.'ariogi'am 

computation is performed using the algoiithm detailed m Maicotte [1996], which uses a 

spectial latlier than (traditional) spatial domain approach This affords gieater 

computational speed and efficiency, which is ciucial in image processing wheie hies are 

large and memoiy is at a premium The complexity of operations is dictated by the 

numbei of pans at all lags, C7, given by = (2a- - 1) x (2?/ — 1) x log2(2y — 1) for an F T 

approach, and vj = foi a spatial approach, wheie T x y aie the dimensions ot the 

image For example on a standaid digital image of 1536 x 2048 pixels, this equates to 

145 680 000 and 4 947 800 000 000 individual opeiations for spectral and spatial 

approaches respectively (the fiiequency appioach is "simpler', in teims of operations, by a 

factor of 3 4 x 10*) with identical outputs To avoid excessive mathematics heie the 

variogram of a two-dimensional image using a spectral appioach is defined bj" first 

defining a pieciirsor, 7p 

iv X i^" x F - 2 X R x F' 

j V -2 
(4 12) 

wheie Fc is the complex conjugate of F and Fc is the comple?: conjugate of F, and where 

F', F*^ and F are defined as the two-dimensional Fourier transfoims of / , and /rf, 

respectively. / is an image of dimensions x x y, Ifi is an 'indicator' matiix of zeios of 

dimensions x x and A'' is the iiumbei of pans at all lags The semivariance 7 is then 

given by the two-dimensional inverse Fourier trausfoim of 7p, shifted so the zero 

frequency component is at the centie of the spectrum [Matcotte, 1996]. 

Images of laiger grains have smaller mean semivaiiance values for a given lag than 

images of relatively small grams (Figuie 4 8) Coaisei sizes yield smallei semivariance 

values because the light-shadow pattern is larger, therefoie the image's singulaiity fi'onts, 

wheie the laigest changes 111 intensity occur, are larger Images of smaller sediments 

yield laiger semivariance values because the image intensities vary less as a vectoi 

function of lag than as a function of mdividual pixel values 

Modelhng apphcations aie facihtated if the theoietical variogiam model of an image 

surface is known As previously explained, semivaiiance quantifies the sum of squares 

differences between data separated by lag I Seniivaiiance between zero lag Ico^ and the 

lag at which semivaiiance does not increase with commensurate increase m lag {Ics-, the 
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(a)Variogramsfor 
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Fig. 4.8 The variogram technique. Panel a (leftj-semivariance (')•) sequences for various s-ized 
sediments; normalised so they sum- to unity; and panel b (right)-mean semivariance (j) 
as a function of sediment size. 

sill) may be classified using models with known mathematical properties, such as the 

spherical or exponential models [Gringarten and Deutsch, 2001]. It was found that 

digital images of natural sediments corresponded well with a spherical (also called 

'circular') model which is given by: 

11 = ICQ + lcs(:l-5{l/a) - O.bH/afy 0<l<a • 

0 if I =.0: 

Ico + Ics otherwise 

where a is a tuning pai'ameter required for model fit. Figure 4.9 shows circular model fit 

(and associated values of a) to the empirical spatial semivariograms for different sized 

images of sediment (cahbration linages for 1, 2, 4.75, 11.2 and 16mm sediment, 

respectively). Note that for relatively leu-ge sediment (> 4mm), the spherical model is 

cubic (i.e the second term, l/a^, becomes dominant) where l/a w 1. In contrast, for 

relatively fine sediment (< 4mm), the two terms (Hnear and cubic) are equally dominant 

suice l/a ^ 1, meaning a composite Hnear least-squares fit is required. 

Some natural surfaces have a quasi hnear log-log power spectra, in units of distribution 

of power per. imit fi:equency. Images of natural sediments are such surfaces, and ordinary 
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Semivanogracn Circular Model Fil 
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Fig. 4.9 A theoretical circular model (solid lines) fitted to empirical semivanogiams derived from 
digital images of various sized sednnents (black markers) 

20-FT powei spectial estimation, when a log-log (magnitude-frequency) transfoim is 

applied, is sensitive to the size oi sediments witlim images (Figm^e 4 10) The 

zeio-frequency component of the image is shifted to the centie of the spectrum and a 

two-dimensional disciete Foiuier tiansfoim is carried out on the detrended zero shifted 

image A linear least-squares polynomial is fit to the data in the log-log plot of the phase 

magnitude and frequency, whicli finds the average slope (Figiiie 4 10) 

When spectial slopes are quasi linear, Voss [1988] demoi:^trated that the 

Hausdorff-Besicovitch or 'firactal dimension (Df) can be calculated firom the log-log 

tiansform of the image's power spectrum In sucli cases the fiactal dimension has been 

shown to be an appiopnate spectral estimator of textuie [Chaudhuri and Saikar, 1995] 

The fractal dimension of the suifacc is given by 2 plus the slope of a legression hne 

thiough the data [Smith et a l , 1990, Bartlett, 1992] Fractal surfaces have a dimension 

greater than the topological dimension of an image, which equals 2 Plotting the log of 

the magnitude in all directions against the log of the coriespondiiig fiequency 

[Richaidson plot- Mandelbiot, 1983] yields a linear lelationship from whicli the fiactal 

(Hausdoifi-Bcsicovitch) dimension is derived by the relationship 

Df = 2-\-lcgi—) 

wheie s is the spectral density and f is fiequency [Whalley and Orford, 1989] 

(4 13) 

The slope 
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(a) Spectral exponent for 
x . i o " various sized sediment 
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(b) Power spectrum intercept 
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Fig. 4.10 Panel a (left)-power spectral exponents for various sized sediments, in units of image 
intensity-squared per normalised angular frequency in radians, derived using ordinary 
2D-FT (s) for various sediment sizes; panel b (top right)-mean log power spectral (s) 
slope as a function of sediment size; and panel c (bottom right)-log power spectral (s) 
intercept as a function of sediment size. 

{As/M, always negative), fractal dimension {Df) and intercept of the spectrum are 

highly correlated to grain-size (Figure 4.10) : the higher the fractal dimension [Dj), the 

more variable or 'rugged' the grain surface, and the smaller the grain-size. The power 

spectrum is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function [Blackman and Tukey, 

1958]. The fractal output may be interpreted thus: images of smaller grains have smaller 

scale invariance, or less self similarity in image intensity through the image, than images 

of lai-ger grains. The variation of texture within the image, detected and quantified by 

its Fourier transform {F), has a scale dependency which may be characterised by its 

fi-actal dimension {Dj). Like the PSD estimation using the Yule-Walker (70) technique, 

images of smaller sediment has lai-ger energy associated with smaller fr-equencies than 

images of larger sediment (Figure 4.7). 

4.5 Field Methods mid Calibration 

4.5.1 linage Collection Guidelines 

With reference to Fig-ure 4.11, the general procedure begins with a large sample of the 

parent material, which is manually sieved into size fractions (preferably at ^/4). Samples 
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for calibiation in the gravel size lange have been collected accoiding to the 

recommendations of Gale and Hoaie [1992] foi coaise clastic sampling, where >2 kg of 

mateiial is believed sufficient for well sorted material up to 20miii diametei, where the 

laigest stone is <5% of the total mass 

Manual 
Sample 

Dry 
Sieving 

Digital 
Image 

Textmal 
Signature 

Digital 
Image 

Textural 
Signature 

Digital 
Image 

Textural 
Signature 

Digital 
Image 

Textural 
Signature 

Look 
^ Up 

Catalogue 

Sediment 
Size 
Estimate 

Fig. 4.11 Schematic dmgjarn of the stages involved m the 'look-zip cataloguing' pwceduie 

A digital image is then taken of each fiaction, and a statistical procediue which is 

sensitive to the size of sediment on the greyscale complement of the image is then 

applied to the image In this way a calibration 'catalogue' of numeiical values foi each 

sediment size is obtained The collection of that image is crucial to the technique, and m 

the field, images of sediment are taken and then analysed using the same statistical " 

technique used previously to cieate the caiibiation catalogue (Figure 4 11} Caiibiation 

and sample images have sufficient grains to have variation m coloui and rameralog>^, and 

images of grams have sufficient resolution so that the smallest grain in the image is 

larger than one pixel, in order to prevent aliasing problems (the largest grain-size hkely 

to be encountered is smallei than the largest size catalogued by cahbration to avoid 

numerical eirors caused by linear extrapolation) Cahbiatioii ensures transfeiability to a 

range of sizes, shapes, lithologies and packing configuiations and is carried out whenever 
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any of these changes sigiiificantly. The calibration is caiTied out again if camera type or 

settings are changed, or if sediment sizes fall out of the range of the sizes used for 

calibration. In general, this approach is designed to be site specific for the rapid 

quantification of sediment size acres? local space and/of time. 

For coai'se sand-gravel "beds, a method has been designed which ensures that images 

are taken at a constant height above the surface. Using an off-the-shelf digital camera 

with 3.2 mega pixels, it was found that as a rule of thumb images should be taken at a 

- height in centimetres equal to the largest likely encountered gi-ain in milhmetres. The 

camera's focal plane is parallel to the object (surface) plane, and the camera's settings 

ai-e manually adjusted so the focal plane rests the same distance above the ground as the 

camera (in some cameras an automatic adjustment may be made). The problem of 

non-optimal exterior fighting suffered by thresholding techniques is overcome by 

incorporating lights into the camera's housing [Rubin et al., 2006; Barnai'd et al., 2007]. 

A constant illumination angle and magnitude should be maintained bj'̂  ensuring the only 

light source is fi-om the camera fiash, thereby ensuring shadows are at a constant angle 

and shading magnitude, removing false intra grain edge noise and not biasing the 

statistic used. Items and markers are not placed inside the image. The camera's field of 

view was known, so the area represented by each- image was also known, and this was 

held constant. Note that results are unaftected by variation caused by lens distortion, 

since the same distortion is within the calibration catalogue if the same camera and 

camera settings are used for both calibration and sampling. Images are inspected by eye 

for over-or under-exposm-e, or using a simple algorithm which flags images above and 

below thresholds of image -noise' associated with exposure problems. The spatial 

heterogeneity of gravel sized sediment is likely to be greater than sand, and spatial 

averages of sediment size are strongly recommended [see Barnard et al., 2007]. The 

camera settings used in this study are detailed in Table 4.2. 

The footprint of the image, in millimetres per pixel, may be found by: 

•Pmm = J^TT (4-14) 

where / is the file size in bytes, and r is the resolution in dots-per-inch (dpi). Using 

this formula, the image collection technique outlined above with a resolution of 
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Tab. 4.2 The same camera settings, detailed here, were used for all the images faken m this study 

Parameter Value 

area photographed 100 X 130mm 
pixels 2048 X 1536 

pixels per mm -15 54 
exposme 1/60 seconds 

focal length 17 4mm 
flash Yes 

apeitme f/4 8 

0.0788mm/pixel, which is, in terms of pixels per millimetre. equi\'alent to 12 68 times the 

leqiured lesolution the size of giams under scrutiny (:^l-20mm). 

452 LUC Size Outputs and Size Outputs from Sieving 

The size outputs hom the traditional (three-dimensional) sieving method and the 

(two-dimensional) look-up catalogue technique aie not directly comparablCj which must 

be factoi ed into sieve size - image size comparisons when diffeieuces exist Imaged 

output cannot be directly compared to sieve data because a correction factoi must first 

be applied, which requires both the intermediate and smallest axis diameter [Giaham 

et a l , 2005] No image analysis routine can gratify the latter, and piocedures based on 

the statistical attributes of whole images of course cannot provide either measure A 

two-dimensional image may under lepiesent larger giains whose primaiy axes are 

hidden the image measures of size include the effects of overlapping imbricated grains 

The image method is non-mtrusive, therefore tlie spatial arrangement and packing 

configurations of all giains lemain, and are destroyed by manual sampling Sieved data 

output IS usually mass-frequency lather than number-frequency Conversion factors exist 

but lequire that all grains have the same shape Samphng should also be earned out 

with care, tor the contribution of subsurface particles to the sieved samples but not the 

imaged sediment may account for a ceitain amount of discrepancy This is due to both 

human eiroi, and the availability of adequate volume of material at point upon the 

suiface Sieving generally produces sizes which are underestimates of the sample, caused 

by intia-sieve sediment variability on the mesh, the apeiture size of which is necessarily 

a 'lower bound' Therefoie larger clasts contribute weight to the propoition of the 

sample on the sieve which is then all counted as the lower bound size. This mheient 
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problem is due to the logarithmic spacing of sediment sizes: the problem is therefore 

neglible for sand and smaller gravels, but a potential problem for larger gravel sizes, as 

size spacing increases with sieve size [Ferguson and Paola, 1997]. As a consequence, the 

imaged size is consistently lai'ger than the sieve data mean size, because large clasts 

resting on sieve meshes contribute weight and therefore relative proportionality, whereas 

in contrast all clasts within an image contribute to the size. 

The numerical errors associated with the hneai- interpolation were found to be 

negligible. For example, unconstrained solution errors [norm{hX - C) — b] or 

[(b — CX)"^ X (b - CX) — b], where C is the calibration catalogue, b is the vector input, 

and X is the output solution, were typically < 0.0003 for the autocorrelation technique, 

which equates to a maximum 0.03% error at zero lag (and less than 0.01% elsewhere). 

Using the least-squares solution with non-negativity constraints, solution errors 

[((b - CXY' X (b - CX) > 0) - b], were typically less than 0.03, or a maximum of 3% 

at zero lag (and less than 1% elsewhere). 

Rubin [2004]'s size 'distribution' of length m, which assigns a proportional weighting 

.to each 'size' represented by the calibration, may yield an additional measure of size 

which is calculated as the sum of the product of each element of the 'distribution', 

d\... dm, and the corresponding size in millimetres, D\...Dk, given as: 

k 

DGSD = E f̂ĉ fc • (4-15) 

m=l 

for example, [0.25,0.6,0.15,0], corresponding to sizes [40,20,10,5]mm, yielding a 

'distribution size' DGSD of [(0.25 x 40) + (0.6 x 20) + (0.15 x 10) + {0 x 5)] = 23.5mrn. 

The distribution may also be the solution to h x X = C by Gaussian ehmination, if the 

solutions are normalised so they sum to one. The size associated with the 'mode' of the 

distribution is 20mm. Of com-se, the more cahbration images the better the size 

approximation, so sieving at <j>/4 and taking an image of each fraction is recommended. 

Trials have shown that in practice there is little difference between the size values 

found using the two-size measm'es, however on closer inspection there may be more 

tendency for the latter 'distribution' size to be more stable. This is because each value of. 

the 'distribution' represents the proportion of non-negative least-squares variance, and 

the explained similarity attributable by the corresponding size fraction in the cahbration 
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catalogue, theiefore the size measure proposed above only accounts for the frequency of 

the size classes present in the image and not those absent By contrast, the giain-si^e 

array (X, from whidi the meau or median size is found) could coutaui negative elements, 

which IS phj^ically impossible (which is why a size distribution may not be obtamed in 

this way by histogram bmnmg obtained values into size classes) An additional 

(potential, and minoi) pioblem with the ordinary least-squares method is as follows 

because sizes may be found by hiieai mteipolation at offset/frequencies which are not 

within the original calibration catalogue theie may be discrepancies associated with 

logarithmically spaced size classes Using the ^ scale sieve mesh diameters m the gravel 

range foi calibration, the larger the sediment the greatei the potential errois caused by 

linearly interpolating over logarithmically spaced classes 

4 6 Validation 

A total of 181 samples were collected manually from Slapton, and two images taken of 

each before they weie sieved into 17 classes m the size lange between 1mm and 

16min The giaphical (Folk and Waid) mean of each sample was compared to the 

'distribution mean size' derived from images of those samples The images (1536 x 2048 

pixels, 100 X 130 cm) used in this study were collected with a Pen tax® Optio S30 3 2 

mega pixel digital cameia Barnard et al (2007) have lecently shown that better size 

estimates aie obtained if the size outputs from several images are averaged In a similar 

vein, bettei size estimates were obtamed by averaging over the values obtained from two 

diffeient images and methods 

The results are summarised m Figure 4 12 close agreement is found even without 

aveiagmg ovei several images (R^=0 82-0 86, mean absolute deviation less than 1mm) 

The dashed Hnes indicate ± l m m from the sieved sizes (solid hne)-the majority of 

samples he less than 1mm from the sohd line. These lesults are impioved upon if 

averages from dijfferent techmques are taken (R^=0 88-0 92). Accuracy was determined 

as the mean percentage deviation in imaged mean size from sieved mean size Relative 

accmacy was deterimned as the ratio of accuiacy achieved by a given method (or 

combination of methods) and that achieved by auto coi relation Similaily relative speed 

was judged as the latio of the time taken for a computation (using Mat lab® veision 7, 



Fig. 4.12 Comparison between average grain-size (mm) determined from 181 samples imaged 
twice, and the graphical mean size (mm) determined by traditional sieving for that sam
ple. Dashed lines indicate +1 and-lmm departure in size. All values are Folk and Ward 
[1957] graphic mean. 

with a >2GHz dual processor) of a given method or combination of methods relative to 

the autocorrelation routine. Regression coefficients, accuracy, relative accm-acy, and 

relative speed for each technique are scribed into the top left of the sub-panels in Figure 

4.12. A schematic summarising the trade-off between relative speed and relative 

accuracy for the methods used in this cliapter may be seen in Figure 4.13. 

A further fifty-four sediment samples were collected from a range of sedimentary 

sub-eiivironiiients on a gravel beach, and subsequently dried; imaged, and sieved at ^/4 

between 16nim and 1mm. Cahbratioii catalogues were compiled for the autocorrelation 

and Yule-Walker techniques with images of sieved sediment in the corresponding sizes. 

Sieved distributions were analysed for various gi-aphical measm'es of size, sorting, 

skewness and kurtosis, using gi-aphical methods. Images were analysed using a variety of 

methods to obtain a GSD, and the same measures of size, sorting, skewiiess and kurtosis 

were obtained for each image. 

In a series of trials it was found that optimal distribution fit was obtained by averaging, 

the distributions obtained firom the kernel method from histograms obtained, using both 
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Fig. 4.13 A schematic bummaiismg the accuracy and speed of the techniques used m this study, 

based on ISl samples and relative to those obtamed by the autocorrelation method Speed 

increases right to left of the plot, and accuracy increases top to bottom 

the autocorrelation and autoregres&ive techniques Although this effectively doubles 

computation time, an 2MB image of 2048x1536 pixels will be processed in 1 mm 40 sec 

on a > iGHz processor, so batch processing images is still remarkably quick, and the 

averaging can significantly enhance estimated GSD precision 

The cumulative distributions obtained for each sieved sample were compared to those 

obtained by kernel density estimation on single images of the corresponding sample, 

using the 'hybrid' method explained above Figuie 4 14 shows that the cumulative 

difatiibutions obtained are m close agreement (note that it is the cumulative distribution 

which IS moie impoitant than the fiequency distiibution, since the piimary aim of this 

exeiti&e is to find close agieement iii the percentiles for calculation of accurate graphical 

parameters) 

Each derived parameter from image and sieving methods weie analysed for 

dependence Table 4 3 lists coirelation coefficients (r) and squared con elation 

coefficients (R^) for each parameter set, as well as the slope and intercept values of the 

linear least-squares best fit thiough the data The statistical sigmficance of the 

correlation coefficients were determined using a t-test to examine 
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Fig. 4.14 A Comparison of cumulative CSDs obtained from sieving (left panel), and imaging us
ing the keriiel density method (right), for all 54 samples. Values on the colourmaps 
represent contours for 'proportion finer' the corresponding size indicated by the bottom 
axes. 
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Ho r = 0 

That is, whether the observed sample con elation is signih(.,antly different fiom zero A t 

test foi significance of r is given by 

t = 
; ViV - 2 

(416) 

which has N-2 degrees of fieedoiii, and which was tested at the a=0 05 (5%) level With 

;̂i=52, this means a critical value for t of 2 69 The results may be seen in Table 4 3 

statistically significant dependencies were found tor 20 out of 26 paiameteis tested 
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Fig. 4.15 Measures of sorting^ skewness and kartosis Clockwise from top left D-^^/Di^if^) 
DQO/DIO{(P), Geometric kurtosis, and Logarithmic skewness 

In addition, a one-way analysis of variance was earned out to deteimine the 

equivalency of each of the derived parameters obtamed fiom the imaging and sieving 

methods F was tested at the Q:=0 05 (5%) level with t;i=53 and •U2=53 (a critical ralue 

for F of 1 57) The results of this analysis may also be seen in Table 4 3 out of those 26 

parameteis tested, 22 had statistically sigmficant equivalency in their means 

Table 4 3 shows that m general estimates for size and sortmg are far better than those 

foi skewness and kuitosis (indeed there are no significant relationships found foi 
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(sieve) Dj^ (sieve) (sieve) 

Fig. 4.16 GSD percentiles of kernel image method compared to corresponding sieved distributions. 
From left to right: 25^'^, SO^''' and 75*'' percentiles for autocorrelation (circles) and 
Yule-Walker (stars) techniques. All'values inmm. 

Fig. 4.17 Geometric sorting ((p, left) and skewness (right) for the kernel image GSDs, com
pared to corresponding sieved distribution measures. Autocorrelation techniques shown 
as circles and Yule-Walker technique as stars. 
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Tab. 4.3 F (ratio between vaiiation withm and vanance between sampleb), SST (total sum of 
squares vanatwn), sigmficance (T=true F=false) at a =0 05 level slope and intercept 
aie the values for a linear equation thioagh the data Paianieters shaded m black have 
significant correlation coefficients 
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kui'tosis). These trends ai'e underlined by Figure 4.15, which plots'some of the better 

co-variations for given parameters oil the 54 samples tested in this stiidy. 'Note that the 

non-dimensionality of skewness and kurtosis dictates that logarithmic skewness and 

kurtosis have the same values as Geometric skewhess and kurtosis. Simialrly, logarithmic 

graphical and graphical skewness and kurtosis are identical. Further comparisons ai-e 

shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17. 

Following Sinie and Ferguson [2003] and Graham et al. [2005], the performance of the 

lO '̂S 50"'̂  and 90*'' percentiles estimated from the image distributions was assessed using 

mean error, mean-square error and irreducible random error, 'defined below where pvasD 

and pvfMC denote the percentile value for the sieved and imaged distribution (in ip units, 

or-0), respectively, and N is the sample size (number of images multiplied by the 

number of percentiles tested): 

Pc = V-'V Y^i:pvcsD - PVLUC) 

= 1/N Y,{2WGSD - pvLUcf 

e' = e^-'pl 

which yielded values of 0,2097, 0.1940, and 0.15 i) respectively. The irreducible error is 

gi-eater than the values quoted by Graham et al. [2005] (0.0691-0.089 tb), but smaller 

than those quoted by Sime and Ferguson [2003] (0.253-0.26 ijj), in their studies utiUsing 

image object detection algorithms on much larger gravels. 

The best available commercial paclcage for the estimation of grain-size distributions 

from digital images of sedimerit is the 'Digital Gravelbmeter'© detailed by Graham 

et al. [2005]. The package uses sophisticated image processing to segment gi-ains out of 

an image, and returns the grain-size distribution based on the area of pixels represented 

by each segmented grain in a calibrated image. Calibration is required of the user for 

each image so it is not a completely automated procedure. However, once images are 

loaded and cahbrated (one-by-one), actual processing time is compai-able to the 

automated statistically-based techniques described, in this chapter (0.75-1.5 minutes per . 

image). As a final validative procedure, ten samples were taken at raiiddm from the 

data-set, and the grain-size distributions obtained by the three methods (sieving, 

automated imaging using look-up catalogues, and the 'Digital Gravelonieter'© ) were 
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Onginal Image Thresholded Image (using 'Digital Gravelomeier') 

0 5 10 15 
Sediment size (mm) 

Fig. 4.18 An example comparison between the distnbuttons obtained from sieving (bottom panel, 
solid black hne). the look-up catalogue imaging method (dashed Hue line), and the cur
rent best available'commercial package (Digitcd Gravelometei®, Graham et al [2005]) 
for grain-size estimation from digital images of sediment (dotted red line) The image 
used may be seen m the top left panel, and the corresponding thresholded image using 
the Digital Gravelometer® is shown m the top right panel 
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compared using three percentiles (25, 50 and 75) and two parameters (D75 — D25 and 

-DTO/.DOO). The 'Digital Gravelometer'© was used under a 21-day trial licence agTeement 

and the image coUection and analysis guidelines detailed in the progi-am's documentation 

(see littp://www.sedimetrics.com/index.html) were closely followed. An example output 

is seen in Figure 4.18: note that the segmentation procedure has tended to spht 

individual grains up into several smaller gi-ains. This is typical of the routine pn these 

fine gravels: it is very difficult to segment small grains whicli vaiy in colour and shape 

using automated segmentation principles such as these. The consequence for this study 

is that grain-size distributions and estimates of mean size are always finer than reahty, 

an observation which motivated the development of the new suite of techniques detailed 

in this chapter. The look-up catalogue out-perfomed the Digital Gravelometer© on 

these images, having a closer value to reality oil 44 out of 50 comparisons (Table 4.4). 

On images such as those used in this study, the best available commercial package 

performed poorly, consistently producing under-estimates of the distributions and 

associated parameters and percentiles. 

Tab. 4.4 Ten sieved samples chosen at random from a much larger data set were compared to au
tomated image analysis of digital stills of those samples (LUC image processing, 'Digital 
Cravelometer^). Five parameters were compared for the ten samples using the three 
methods: the value closest to reality (sieved) is shaded in black. The LUC method came 
closest 44 times out of 50 comparsions. 

Sample D25 (mm) D50 (mm) D75(77im) D75 — £>25 (mm) D75/-D25 
1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1.41 0-52) 

1.85 0.47) 

1.95 (BBii. 0.42) 

4.56 (EBifl. 0.41) 

3.65 (BBCT. 0.48) 

4.21 ( l E I . 0-51) 

3.17 fHSg. 0.47) 

2.62 ( | ^ , 0.56) 

4.09 (^^, 0.62) 

3.06 ( ^ | , 0.49) 

1.56 (2.20, 

2.84 fBlEgl. 0.96) 

2.65 rKBCl. 0.91) 

8.09 0.89) 

5.86 (Birai. 1.01) 

7.24 (EE3, 1.02)-

4.86 (WKISi. 0.98) 

5.23 (EfBI. 1.02) 

6.46 <WMi. 1.14) 

4.98 (ESQ, 0.99) 

2.00 (2.89, E E I ) 

4.54 ( | ^ , 1.75) 

3..34 rBBSl. 1.81) 

9.45 (^^ , 1.68) 

8.76 (^^ , 1.79) 

8.91 (KfCT. 1.71) 

7.07 f U B l . 1.79) 

8.53 (BJ3, 1.69) 

8.61 (TMl. 1.91) 

6.80 ffSEtJl. 1.75) 

0.59 (1.18, 

2.68 (^^ , 1.28) 

1.38 (1.33,1^3) 

4.89 ( ^ 3 , 1.26) 

5.10.(^^, 1.31) 

4.70 (E1E?!1. 1.21) 

3.89 (WKSt. 1.32) 

5.91 (BEE|, 1.13) 

4.51 (BfBI. 1.28) 

3.74.(HJ5|, 1.25) 

1.42 3.09) 

2.44 (BBSl. 3.73) 

1.70 ( I E ! . 4.29) 

2.07 (BCg. 4.07) 

2.39 (^^, 3.66) 

2.11 3.37) 

2.22 (KfTEl. 3.81) . 

3.25 (2.05, JSIBll) 

2.10 (3.25,|S3) 

2.22 tn^'. 3.52) 

4.7 Discussion 

Currently the major disadvantage of an L U C approach tp grain-size from digital images 

is that it is not transferable between sites unless a calibration is perfoirmed which 

accounts for potentially significant variations in size range, colour/mineralogy, etc. The 
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techniques outlined m this paper potentially allow the quickei construction of a more 

robust calibration catalogue when so desired Thresholding-segmentation techniques will 

still be an attractive option foi sedimentologists working in areas wheie repeat-sui\'eymg 

is not requiied, and/or where few samples (<100) hom that environment aie needed 

However, a key point is that unless a threshold-segmentation method peifectly 

identifies the peiimeters of each individual giam, it will disaggregate some, and 

aggregate others Measuies ol mean/median size fiom the resulting size-mass 

distribution are still a function of the random false aggiegation oi disaggregation of 

grains within the image, but if the effects aggiegation and disaggregation are equal, the 

mean size is a good appioximation of the truth Segmentation-thresholding techmques 

currently work less well for sand sized sediment as opposed to gravel perhaps because 

gram aggi'egation becomes moie common than disaggregation, thus mean/median sizes 

aie usually ovei-estimates The fact that images of natural sediment beds have fiactal 

scaling is a potentially important finding foi developments in segmentation-thresholding 

of individual grains The sum length of peiimeter m an image of natural giams is lelated 

to some powei of the average aiea (that power being the gram's fractal dimension), so 

relatively small reductions in area cause dispioportionately large incieases m sum 

perimeter length That the length of peiimetei which must be successfully segmented m 

an linage of natural giains mcieases as some power of grain aiea (thus diameter holding 

shape constant), and because curient thresholding techniques are not perfect, collectively 

moan that the mimbci of misidentifications increases disproportionately with leducing 

gram-size The above implies that there may be some practical lower limits to the size of 

mateiial successfully identified by application of segmentation-threshold methods, and 

that lower hmit is consideiably higher than that cuirently for an L U C approach 

It is important to remembei that giam-size derived fiom sieving and from an L U C 

method are unlikely to be equivalent because of the two-dimensional nature of the image, 

so better cahbtations may be made by point-counts of gram in images (e g Barnaid et 

al., 2007) A test was performed to see whether the fiactal nature of images is dependent 

on the method employed to calculate the fiactal dimension Remembeiing that Df is 

inversely proportional to sediment size (m mm)j it was suspected that fiactal dimensions 

found foi coaiser sediments using 2D-FT weie over-estimated (lai'ger) because of the 

'liidmg' of portions of the larger gi-ams within the three-dimensional fabiic oi the 
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sediment bed, both within mixed beds and cahbration images; using the 2D-FT (F) 

method. Tliis causes larger sediments to plot in fractal .'space as finer than they are in 

reality. Using this method, coarser sediments-should differentiate from finer sedinients by 

more shallow slopes: spectral densities associated with coarser sediments are therefore 

either higher at low frequencies, or lower at high frequencies, than they ought to be. 

This may be because spectral densities are measured in units of squai-ed intensity, 

whereas in reality the importance of absolute intensity magnitude is of subordiriate 

relevance to relative intensity magnitude across locaf space as a function of frequency. In 

addition, spectra contain directional inforination which may complicate the estimation of 

fractal dimensioii. A fractal estimation technique was sought which is less sensitive to 

absolute magnitude of image intensity at varying frequencies, more sensitive to the 

general shape of the intensity trace thi-ough images of sediment, and non-directional. 

The classic approach is to calculate Dfhy 'chord fitting' by measuring the length of 

data with different sized chords, based on the notion that the distance measured will 

depend on the size of the chord used [Mandelbrot, 1983 cites the classic case of 

measuring the length of the UK coastline with different sized rulers]. This, where ® is 

the-number of times a measurement is taken (or the number of 'rulers' used) and 0 is the 

length of chord used to measure the distance (or the ruler length), m&y be expressed as: 

Morphological opening, using kernel operators (structure functions) of differing lengths, 

was applied to images representing different sized sediments. A hneai' structure function 

applied to an image preserves regions which have a similar shape to that function, whilst 

destroying regions which do not [Radhakrishnan and Dinesh, 2006]. As the length of 

that function increases, less image detail is preseiwed after the operation. Figure 4.19 

(panels a, b and c) shows the progressive loss of detail (smoothing) when structure 

functions of increasing length (5, 50, and 100 pixels respectively) are applied to an image 

of 1.4mm sediment. The details of the sediment ai-e progressively missed, tantamount to 

'removing objects' from the data stream, and analogous to the lengthening of the ruler 

with which the 'distance' covered by the data is measm-ed. Figure 4.19, panel d, shows 

this effect on. a short (400 pixel) section of data, with the same 5, 50, and 100 pixel 

structure functions. Sections of images of finer sediment .contain more detail than 
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coriespondnig sections of images of coarser sediments the effect of removing objects by 

morphological opening is theiefore discordant and a function of sediment size within the 

image (Figuie 4 19, panel e). There is therefoie an inverse relationship between sediment 

size and slope of the number of objects removed with increasing structure function 

length This is because coaiser sediments are more similai for a longer distance, 

therefoie there are moie pucel regions of similai shape to that function, so incieasing 

stiuctuie function length lemoves fewei objects (Figure 4 19, panel e) 

Fiactal dimensions for this Imeai relationship were deiived using equation 4 17, by 

dividing the slope of the log legression line tluough the data (logig) by the recipiocal of 

the log-ratio between the original image and the image after application of 100 structure 

functions of increasing length (1/0) These aie shown m Figuie 4 19, panel / , and 

piovide cncumstantial suppoit to the notion that fractal dimensions calculated using a 

2D-FT method, whilst still showing the inverse tiend with sedmient size consistent with 

theory are over estimated This may be because spectral appioaches are more sensitive 

to the hiding of primary axes of coarse sediments witliin the tluee-dimensional fabric of 

the bed, oi because spectra contain directional information whicli may complicate 

estimation oi Df [Outcalt and Melton, 1992]. It may also be the reason why 

differentiation of sediment size on a log-log power spectral fiequency plot is more 

difficult The use of the classic diord-fitting approach is more intuitive in a fiactal sense 

because as detail is successively removed, data 'length' must deciease as the lulei size 

inaeases. theiefbre veiy coarse sediments, which aie more similar foi a longei distance, 

must have a fractal dimension with a much smaller increment, a notion which resonates 

powerfully with spatial autocori elation Thus, although the spectral techniques used in 

this study performed well m teims of sediment size accmacy (see Figme 4 12), care may 

need to be taken when applying to certain sediinentological leseaich apphcations Now a 

'linear lelationsliip has been established between fractal dimension and sediment size 

witlun a digital image, it should possible to generate random autocori elated suifaces 

with the same statistical properties, for use in sediment transport modelling and 

sedimentation simulations 

As previously shown, the sedimentaiy L U C technique depends on solving an 

undei-determmed system of equations Conveisely, wheie there aie moie equations than 

unknowns the system is said to be over-determined, and no exact solution can be found 
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(a) 1.4 mm sediment, 
5-point structure function 

(b) 1.4 mm sediment, 
SO-point structure function 

!5 

(c) 1.4 mm sediment, 
100-point structure function 

mm 

(d) Structure function lengthy ''(e) Object-Removal vs Structure-Length, (0 Fractal D as a function of 
, and loss of detail / various-sized sediments sediment size 
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Fig. 4.19 The Fractal Nature of Images of Sediment. Panels a to c: 1.4mm sediment afte^-applica
tion of morphological opening operations (5, 50 and 100 pixel linear structure functions, 
respectively). Panels d and e: associated loss of detail in the resulting intensity-trace, 
and the relationship between str-ucture function length and loss of detail for various sized 
sediments. Panel f: comparisoii between fractal dimensions estimated using the 2D-FT 
and chord-fitting methods. 
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Giaplucally speaking, any method for obtaining the solution using the least-squaies 

principle says that one should take the line tluough the data wliicli minimisies the sum 

of squaied eriors, but the solution may not he exactly on an interpolated line through 

the points lepieseiiting the leal solution If one should plot calibration values a,i, plus 

the lines repiesentmg the least-squaies 'solution' both as a function of computed 

signature b,i,, one can tell if the system of linear equations are undei-deteirained (thus a 

solution is possible) if the calibiatioii values lie on the solution hnes and see a tiace of 

the knowns \ersus unlciiowns thiough the linear system Tins is illustiated in Figure 4 20 

foi the same sample miage solved using Gaussian ehrmnation foi outputs of foui different 

methods, and for foui diffeient sedmient sizes 
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Fig. 4.20 The linear system of equations m sedimentary LUC is under-determined, thus a solu
tion IS always found Coefjicients are marked by black dots, and their solutions maiked 
as blue lines Four methods aie shown, for four different sample sizes in the calibration 
catalogue 
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4.81 Suimnary 

(i) This study extends the image collection methodology proposed by Rubin [2004] 

and Rubin et al. [2006] for use on larger sediment sizes (coarse sand to pebbles). 

Importantly then, sizing from images is now possible in the full-range fi-om fiiie 

sands to very coarse gravels. The algorithms of Rubin [2004] have been improved, 

and a method proposed and vahdated for use on coarse grained sediment. 

(ii) Four new numerical methods ai-e introduced: the 2D-FT algorithm has been 

apphed to images for derivation of variograms, power spectra and fractal 

dimensions, and the remaining numerical procedure is an autoregressive modek 

These techniques have been evaluated. 

(iii) Rubin [2004]'s method has been used here for calculation of the autocorrelation 

sequence with, a modification to enhance the differentiation between sizes by 

removing some short wavelength noise in the images, thus removing the tendency 

for the correlogTam to fluctuate around zero at larger offsets. 

(iv) It was found that the power spectral density of a digital image of sediment takes 

the general form 0~'^, where 9 is normahsed angular firequency in radians. The 

Fom-ier analysis of an image can detect and characterise image texture 

directionalitj-, which may have imphcations m later studies for quantifying 

sediment shape and orientation. 

(v) The fractal dimension of an image is a sensitive indicator of the size of particles in 

that image. R-actal dimensions found for coai'ser sediments using 2D-FT were 

over-estimated perhaps because of the 'hiding' of portions of the larger grains 

within the fabric of the sediment bed. A classic chord-fitting approach using 

morphological structure functions was more suitable. When using spectral 

techniques, care may need to be taken when applying to certain sedimentological 

reseai'ch apphcations. 

(vi) Digital images of natural sediments corresponded weU with a spherical 

semivaiiogram model. For relatively large sediment (> 4nun), the spherical model 

is cubic and for relatively fine sediment (< 4imn), a composite hnear least-squares 
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fit IS lequired This mfoimation could be usefiil for simple gram surface 

simulations in sediment tiansport modelhng 

(vii) A bettei size estimate was obtained by averaging over the values obtained fiom 

two or more methods The trade-off between method accuracy and method speed 

is discussed and quantified The piocedure was validated by comparing the 

'distribution mean size' obtamed firom the image routine with mean size as 

determined by manually sieving at 0/4, for 181 sieved and imaged samples 

(viu) A new technique has been proposed for the estimation of the GSD hom a digital 

image of sediment This method, based on non-paiametric kernel density 

estimation, has been shown here to give inoie realistic estimates of GSDs of coarse 

sand-gravel sediments, as compared to sieving, than previously published methods 

[Rubin 2004] In turn, derived giaphical percentiles from the cumulative 

distribution have allowed better approximations to soiting and skewness 

Statistically significant dcpondcnciGs woic foimd foi 20 out of 26 paiameteis tested, 

using 54 sediment samples The percentile errois are better oi at least comparable 

to previous published studies using different image processing techniques on larger 

giam-sizes This new teclmique perfoimed better than pievious distiibution 

estimation techniques, and better than the best commercially available package for 

giam-size distribution estimation from digital images of sediment, as compared to 

sie\nng 

(ix) Despite the theoretical difficulties m comparing GSDs obtained fiom 

two-dimensional images with GSDs obtained from sieving [see Sime and Ferguson, 

2003 and Giaham et a l , 2005 for a discussion], these results are very encouraging 

Estimates obtained using graphical methods for mean and sorting aie good, and 

those obtamed for skewness are adequate foi most sedinientological puiposes 

Kuitosis cannot be quantified well, however this is a relatively unused paiametei m 

sedimeiitology since it is very sensitive to small variations in a GSD. 
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MORPHO-SEDIMENTARY DYNAMICS OVER THE 
SEMI-DIURNAL TIDAL CYCLE 

Good gi-ief! The real wave's look and act nothing like the neat ones that endlessly roll down the 
wave channel or march across the blackboard in orderly equations ... 

should we shiik back inside our reliable equations and brood over the inconsistencies of nature? 
Never! Instead we must become outdoor wave researchers. It means being wet, salty, cold - and 

confused. 

WiUard Bascoin. 1980. Waves and Beaches. 

5.1 Introduction 

Reflective beaches such as those composed of gravel are typically two-dimensional, but 

dominated by ephemeral secondary morphological features. Absolute morphological 

change appears to be larger on coarse grained beaches than on sand beaches over 

comparable timescales, even under low energy conditions [\'an WeUen et al., 2000: 

Kulkai-ni et al., 2004; Austin and Massehnk, 2006a; Horn and Li , 2006]. The step and 

berm (Figure 5.1) are common .features on such reflective beaches [Bauer and Allen, 

1995], and dominate the morphodynamics of those beaches. However, it is imcleai- the 

extent to which secondaiy niorpliological features have signature sedimentological 

responses, and if so, whether these exert some feedback-control over the development 

and morphometries of these forms. 

The dynamics of berms are relatively well documented, and it appears that on gxavel 

beaches their development is explained, at .least partially under good supply conditions 

and a range of sediment sizes, by a combination of highly asymmetric (onshore directed) 

swash motions, in turn partly influenced by significant infiltration at the landward 

extremities of swash cycles. This has been invoked to explain a lens of sediment pushed 
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onshoie ovei tidal cycles through cut-and-fiU beim building [Eiiksen, 1970; Waddell. 

1976 Horn et a l , 2003, Austin and Masselink, 20066 Wen et a l , 2006], and is 

elaborated upon fuithei m chapter 2 

The presence of the step imposes a steep hydrodynamic gradient across the neai&hoie 

which controls wave bieaking. In chapter 2, the beach step has been consideied 

analogous to a bieakpomt bar common to sand beaches which would unply it was a 

region of on/offshore sediment convergence As weU as controlling wave bieakiiig. the 

importance of the step lies in the fact that it is a beach piotective featme, locally 

stoepomng the active beachface and thus maintaining reflectivity duiiiig high waves 

[Hughes and Cowell, 1987] It is able to do this because it is lemarlcably lesponsive to 

the semi-diurnal tidal cycle [Millei and Zieglei, 1958, Strahlei, 1966] Finally, because of 

the presence of the step, the beachface is more hazardous for bathers at high tide. 

Fig 5.1 Schematic of the nearshore region on a pure gravel beach such as Slapton, including 
terminology used here and elsewhere 

The lack of previous studies into beach step dynamics belittles its importance, and 

belies the fact that it is an interesting case study for coarse-gram beach 
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morplio-sedimentary-dynamics. This chapter risports on a series of detailed field 

experiments measuririg hydrodynamic forcing, morphological and sedimentoldgical 

change, and sediment transport. The formation of the beach step has provided an-

interesting problem for past researchers, and several theories have arisen which attempt 

to explain its formation; these can be sepai-ated into two groups: (1) those associated 

with sediment convergence (accretionary evolution); and (2) those hnked to the 

formation of a backwash vortex. MUer and Ziegler [1958] and Strahler [1966] argue that 

the step is an accretionary feature formed by the convergence of sediment at the 

foreshore base (i.e. the incoming wave deposits sediment at the step upon brealdng, and 

the backwash draws sediment down-slope). This also accounts for some of the observed 

coarsening of the sediments at the step, since wave breaking will remove finer fractions 

preferentia,lly, leaving only the coarse fr-action. The alternative explanation for step 

formation is the badcwash vortex [Matsunaga and Honji, 1980, 1983: Takeda and 

Sunamara,.1983]. Flow separation duriirg the backwash creates supercritical flow and 

vortex formation, whereby seawards flow at the base of the step sustains the step face 

through avalanching. The flow of water up the step face maintains fine sediments in 

suspension, which ai-e subsequently removed by wave-induced cmxents, leaving the 

coarse fr'action at the step. Larson and Sunamura [1993] indicated the importance of 

phase coupling l)etween incident waves and swash motions to backwash vortex formation 

thereby suggesting a dependence on wave breaker type [Kemp, 1975; Bauer and Allen, 

1995]. While there have been a number of previous studies that examine the beach step, 

many of them do so in isolation without consideration of the morphodynamics of the 

beachface as a whole. For example, the formation and/or migration of a beach step 

suggests considerable sediment transport, however a pai'allel process on most 

coarse-grained beaches, which also transports a large volume of sediment, is berm 

formation. 

Berms principally develop due to, asjonmetric swash processes stranding sediments 

around the runup hmit [Duncan, 1964]; however, these sediments must be som-ced fr-om 

lower on the beachface and if the som-ce was simplj'̂  the lower-swash or breakpoint 

region, a large trough would develop over a tidal cycle. In the field this does- not occur, 

as sediment is transported onshore from depths of several metres to replenish the 

'beachface [Austm and Masselink, 2006a], meaning that it must pass through the step 
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region. Several aieas of ambiguity remain, foi example how lepon&ive the step and berm 

are to the tidal cycle, and how sensitive they are to variations m wave breaker type 

[Laison and Sunamma. 1993], for example Sunamma [1984], Hughes and Cowell [1987] 

suggest that step dimensions increase hneaily with wave height This is partly because 

there arc few field studies of stop dynamics 

A dominant influence on the moiphodynamics of macrotidal beaches is the tidal state 

Variations m water depth lesult m the horizontal tianslation of the swash, bleaker and 

shoahng wave zones acioss the iieaishore in phase with the tide If it is assumed that the 

step is maintained roughly at the bieakpoint, it should be expected that as the 

breakpoint migrates with the tide the step should migiate similarly [Bauer and Allen, 

1995] Howevei, the above presupposes that the step has a veiy short relaxation time 

when it IS well acknowledged that there is frequently a significant lag between 

geomorphic piocess and lesultant moiphological change For example, m a neaishore 

context, Austin et al. [2007] recently showed that ebb tide adjustments to wave lipples 

on a sandy beach significantly lagged the falling tidal level Thus there exists the 

possibility that although the moipho-scdimentary dynamics of the step aie likely to be 

influenced by the tidal state relaxation times arc also hkely to be important. 

The limited amount of work which has quantified tiansport of gravel-sized sediment in 

coastal eiiviionments has been shown transport to be a highly uiegular function of 

instantaneous fluid forcing and mechanistic properties of the bed Heathershaw and 

Thome [1985] demonstiated that the majoiity of giavel sediment tiansport undei tidal 

currents occurs as short dmation, turbulent and paiticulai events, un-ielated to 

time-aveiaged flow parameters F\irther work by Thoine [1986] Wilhams [1990] 

Hardisty et al. [1996] and others (geneially in deepei water), demonstrated the lole 

pai tide ineitia and the various mechanical propeities of the bed may have to play on the 

(tlierefoie highly nonlineai) lesponse of natmal gravel sediments to nearshore flow 

velocity. What is clear from this work is that gravel sediment tiansport is dependent on 

both deterministic (eg oscillatoiy and mean flow velocities), and probabilistic 

phenomena (e g bed configurations, sediment properties, turbulence), but httle work 

has been carried out to quantify sediment transport m the nearshoie until now because 

of the measurement difficulties associated with such work Recently lesearchers have 

emphasised the lole of fluid accelerations and associated horizontal pressme gradients, 
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on coarse particle transport [Drake,and Calantoni, 2001; Hoefel and Elgar, 2003; Stive 

etal., 2005]. -

The principal aim of this chapter is to describe the .morpho-sedimentary evolution of 

the beachface over a tidal cycle on amacrotidal gi-avel beach,, and investigate whether 

the morphological response can be traced through temporal and spatial variations in the 

hydrodynamics, sediment transport and sediment characteristics. Specifically, to test if 

the step and berm are co-evolutionary and whether periods of morphologicgd change and 

sediment transport correlate to changes in the hydrodynamic forcing. Fkst, the 

hj'drodynamics during the field survey are investigated, followed by an examiriation of 

the morphological and sedimentological changes to the beachface and finally an analysis 

of sediment transport across the foreshore. 

5.2 Sites, Times mid Methods 

5.2.1 Sampling Iramework 

A series of detailed field surveys have been carried out on the beachface as it evolved 

around high tide (vaiying, up to -!-/- 6 lirs). The experiments were in each instance, 

conducted within a wider morpho-sedimentary monitoring campaign of Slapton over a 

spring-spring tidal cycle (see chapter 6). Detailed measurements have been made of 

hydrodynamic forcing, morphological and sedimentological change. Although in total 

nine experiments were caiTied but, this chapter utihses liydrodjmamic and morphological 

data from five of these surveys which were deemed to have adequate temporal (10 

minutes or less) and spatial (Im or less) morphological sampling resolution - namely 

those on the 27/09/05; 10/06/06; 25/04/07; 26/04/07 and 02/05/07. Additionally, 

sedimeritologicai information at the same resolution as morpliological information is , 

available for the surveys on 27/09/05; 25/04/07; 26/04/07 and 02/05/07. A summary of 

the times, sites and environmental conditions for each experiment run may be seen in 

Table 5.1. 

The main field experiment was carried out in September 2005, which included detailed 

measurements of sediment transport as well as hydrodynamics, sedimentology and 

morphological change. This experimental run will be the main focus of the chapter, and 

the other 3-4 runs will be used to provide context, and corroboration, to the main 
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expeiiment's findmgs The observations fiom the other foui expeiimental runs 

contiibute qualitatively to the discussions and ideas piesented in this chaptei 

The sampling framework of the expeiiments was determined by the moiphological 

response of the beachface Previous field obseivations at Slapton [Austin 2005; Austin 

and Masselmk 2006G] indicated that the step was most active in the hom's immediately 

either side of high watei, and was fi^equently absent aiound low water, instead replaced 

by a seiies of two or more shallower-sided subtidal iipple features (similai to those 

described on Ghesil by Hart and Flint [1989], but withm closuie depth, i e not relict 

featuies). With one of the aims of the exercise being to monitor step-berm coupling, it 

was decided to deploy the instiuments from mid-tide onwaids ( « 5 hours before high 

water), befoie the step had foimed Data collection continued during the falling tide, 

until such a time .when beacliface morphological change was negligible and the step had 

been destioj'ed, become insignificant oi migrated seawaid of the ng Theiefore data 

collection was maximised over the high tide peiiod when moiphological change was 

greatest and, being higher in the tidal fiame, moie impoitant to the supply of sediment 

to the uppei beach, thus maintaining the convexity so crucial to the piotectiori of the 

beach's hinteiland 

Tab. 5.1 Experiment times, locations, and conditions N refers to the number of sediment sam
ples collected during the experimental run Hs. T^, ©«,, and TR refer to significant wave 
height, period direction and tidal range lespectively 

Run location tan ft duration (inins, rel HT) Dso (mm) (N) (m) T.(s) TR (m) 

27/09/05 Slapton 0 23 -180 180 9 (333) 0 5-0 4 7-10 236 I 25 
10/10/06 SIdpton 0 25 -390 150 6(5) 0 4-0 6 9-11 89 3.51 
25/04/07 Strete 0 158 -ISO 170 2 47 (140) 0 1-0 15 8-9 266 158 

26/04/07 Strete 0 161 -290 180 2 52 (188) 0 1-0 15 7 15 1 67 
02/05/07 Strete 0157 -300 SO 4 27 (152) 0 25-0 4 4-6 73 3 85 

5 22 Hydrodynamics and Morphology 

Durmg the mam field survey two instruments rigs weie deployed m a cross-shore transect 

across the intertidal beachface Rig 1, consisted of a Druck® piessure tiansducer (PT) 

and2D Valepo i t® 

miniature discus head curient meter (ECM), and measuied water 

depth h and cross-shore u and alongshore v flow velocity 3cm above the bed around the 

mid-step position Rig 2 was located at the base of the step and measured the velocity 
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0.1, 0.25 and 0.4m above the bed with a vertical array of two 3D Nor tek® Vector 

velocimeters (ADV) and an E C M , and water depth with a PT. An uiiderwater video-

camera was also mounted at Rig 2, positioned to observe the bed under the current 

meters, to provide an indication of sediment transport. A further P T was mounted on 

the seabed below the LW level to monitor the tide and wave conditions input to the 

beachface. The swash excursion was monitored with a resistance run-up wire which was 

cahbrated in situ, mounted 2cm above the bed and extending ft-om the step to landward 

of the high tide berm. The-PTs, ECMs and run-up wire were centrgdly logged/by a 

shore-based computer at 16Ez and the ADVs logged to internal memory at 32Hz. 

Images from the underwater camera were digitised directly to a computer at 25Hz. The 

remaining experimental runs had the seawai-d P T to record inshore hydrodynamic 

conditions as well as a single E C M mounted just seawards of the breakers. An additional 

video camera recorded the entire experiment from an oblique position just beyond the 

berm crest. 

The following standard hydrodynamic pai-ameters were obtained from each 5 minute 

segment of pressure data for each of the experimental runs. From top to bottom: 

signiiicant wave height (Hs); spectral wave period (Ts); and spectral width {e^, 

Cartwright and LonguetHigg-ins [1956]): 

Hs = 4<r„ (5.1) 

3:, = Co/Ci (5.2) 

• (5.3) 
CoC-i 

where i] is the detrended water sm-face elevation, and C plus subscript denote the 

moments of the auto-spectrum of the detrended wave trace. Hg w"as corrected for 

attenuation losses by multiplying by a gain factor G, constructed using the empirical 

correction factor of [Hunt, 1979]: 

_ cosh(fc/i) . 
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where A, dj and k aie local water depth, sensor depth and local wave number, 

respectively, where the lattei is given by k = kh/h., and where kh is given by 

106 

\̂  '̂̂  (1 -!- 0 666rfc/, 4- 0 SSSr^ -}- 0 IG l r ^ + 0 0632r4 -i- 0 0218r|;, + O 00654rf;,) j 

(5 5) 

where Tkh = C47r̂ )̂/(5'Tj) The time series were Hann tapered to leduce leakage of 

spectial density from large to adjacent peaks [Hegge and Masselink 1996] using 

w(z)=0 5 ( l - c o s ^ ) (5 6) 

for 7 = 1,2, ,iV To account for tapei-induced spectral vaiiance loss, a collection 

factoi was applied to the estimates given by 

= — (5-7) 
N_ 

The gioupmess function was computed accoidmg to List [1991], wheie the detiended 

time series is high and low pass filteied (cut off = 0 05Hz), a modulus taken, and 

multiplied by 7r/2 to yield Af The groupiness factor is then given by 

GF = y/2aA/Tt (5 S) 

where (TA and At aie the standaid deviation and mean of A( respectively Groupiiiess 

increases as GF —» 1 

The hydiodynamic parameters were averaged ovei each consecutive 5-min peiiod of 

the high tide and used to computed the following two morphodynamic indices 

where 6s is the surf scaling parameter (Guza and Inman, 1975) and ^ is a shallow watei 

foim of the Iiibarien number (Battjes, 1974) Lg is the shallow water wave length, g is 

giavitational constant and tan,f3 is the beach giadient acioss the 'active' region of the 

beachface (between the R2% and R80% run-up limits) The tidal translation late T T R 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































